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"Not all the blood of beasts
On Jewish altars slain
Could give the guilty conscience pomp
Or wipe away the stain.
"But Christy the heavenly Lamb,
Tahoe all our sins away
A sacrifice of nobler name
And richer blood than they.
"Believing, we rejoice
lb see the curse removes
e bless the Lamb with cheerful voice
And sing His bleeding love."

4. 00 Isaac Natto, 1709

Hebrew 10, 4
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INTRODUCTION
Nowhere does the ancient formula, derived from Augustine ("Quasi
stiones in Exodum", 53), 'ovum Testamentum in Vetere latet; Vetue
Testamentum in Novo patet, apply
Nith Greater vividness and force then
in the sacrificial ritual of the Old Testament, viewed in the 134.t of
its symbolical si nifilance Ath reference to the vicarious atonement
of our Lord. There is no better evidence, moreover, for the intearal
relationship of the Old and New Testaments and their - erfect harmony
and oneness, than the iwrvelous orefiguration of the vicarious atonement in tho intricate and elaborate Old Testament ritual and its equally mrrvelous cpnsummation and fulfilment in the person and work of our
Savior, Jesus Christ. It was in view of His propitiatory sacrifice
for the sins of the world that God ordained and prescribed,

in

al toot

infinite detail - etvoh detail invested with symbolical significancei the Old Testament ritual of worship and sacrifice. And it was in comO./ate aecordance with the typical and figurative significance of the
olden sacrificial ritual that the vicarious atonement of Christ was
oerrie. out. A detailed study of this marvelous system of tyne and
antitype, of shadow and substan'e, of prophecy and f'ultilment, of

syn-

bolism and reality, cannot but impress the Christian with a deeper sense
of wonder at the wisdom and providence of Almighty God, with a renewed
appreciation of the treasures

the Holy Scriptures, and above all,

with a more profound sense of love and thankfulness to our God and Savior
for the marvels of His raoe in providin: for us such a complete, such an
efficacious, such a transcendent means of atonement for our sin.

It is to this vioarious atonement, as it was prefigured and foreo
shadowed in the sacrificial ritual of the Old Testament, that wee shall
address Ourselves in the following pages* The symbolism of the Old
Teatsment is so profuse that this symbolism will only be considered in
its relationship to the vicarioue atonement* Moreover, we shall con.
fine our studies to the actual Scriptural material, since a dissuasion
of the later %beadle and rabbinical additions to the sacrifieial ritur*
al would lead ma too far afield, and would be, withal, of comparatively
little profit. It should be borne in mind, too, that a subject of this
kind adults of almost inexhaustible possibilities with reference to its
treatment. We have. however, striven to present those aspects of the
sacrifioial ritual as appeared most important, most interesting, and
most decisive in their bearing upon the vicarious atonement.
Inasmuch as the Levitical worship constituted one integrated body.
of ritual, the component parte of which were inextricably interwoven,
it is difficult to study one section apart from the others. In full
cognisance of this inherent but inescapable limitation, we shall devote
our attention suooessively to the foot chief eleients in the Old %eft*.
meat system of worships The Festivals; the Sacrifices and Offerings,
the Sanotuaryl and the Priesthood.
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THE F1,7,STrVALS

By day of orientation to the Old Testament ritualistic system, it
will be helpful to bein rith e consideration of the festivals, which
formed the foci for the worship and devotion of the faithful Israelites,
and edth which the entire sacrieicial ritual is oreanically connected.
Moreover, it is just against the Old Testament festivals that the higher
critics, notably the exeonen,:s of the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis, have
directed their most insidious attacks. The disposition of these higher
oriticel objections, and the recognition of the true import of the Hebrew
festivals, .gill)accordingly, pave the way for a clearer and unhampered
approach to the sacrifices therselves, which form the nub of the Old Testament worship.
The Jewish Calendar
..•••••••••••ab MON111.0••••4.1mMONNO

The Jews divided their year into twelve months (=rn), each month beginning with the new moon (s). The first montl% called Abib, or Nisan, comprise: the period beginning with mid-March and extending to mid-April in
our calendar (0. The year was divided into two main divisions: The ecclesiastical year, beginning with the first month, Abib, and extending
throu '1 the sixth month, Adar; and the civil year, beginning with the seventh month, Tishri, and extend3n, through the twelfth month, Elul M.
The Jewish festivals were all compressed into the first seven months of
the year, Iron Abib through Tishri.
The consideration of the festival system as set forth in the Pentateuch, wilt become increasingly clear if we bear in mind the explanation
of Bissell - which, incidentally, will help to dissipate the illusion on

- Esther 3, 7
- Psalm 81, 3; Num. 10, 10
▪ Ex. 12, 2; 13, 4
- Ex. 23, 16

which the higher critical vagaries are foundeds
"In the third book of the Pentateuch, which is largely taken up with
the details of that which is summarily stated in the legislation of Exodus,
there is a list of all the festivals of the Hebrew year, with an account
of the special ceremonies accompanying them; While in Numbers we are in.'
formed what sacrificial offerings were appointed for each, In Numbers, too,
on the occasion of the first repetition of the observance of a feast,. we
meet with one of the most marked characteristics of the Massie laws, that
is, their journalistic form. All the regulations relating to a subject
were scarcely ever made at one time. The circumstances of the people were
largely allowed to shape the potion of the lawgiver in this respect. Hence
a considerable number of the laws were given piecemeal, here'a part and
there its counterparti here the body of the law and there other laws having
a bearing on its practical operation. In Numbers 9, 644, for example, where
the hiStorical record of the first observance of the passover is found, a
regulation appears defining the relation of persons to it who, at the time,
are providentially absent or are ceremonially unclean.
"Finally, in Deuteronomy, which looks forward to the changed conditions of the people as settled in Palestine, no new point is made, but the
old one is emphasised that- there are three of the feasts requiring the
presence of all male Israelites at the central sanctuary. That was the
one oircumstance most likely to be. overlooked. Hitherto they had lived
within sight of the tabernacle. Hereafter they might be separited from
it by:the length or breadth of the land. If so, it must not be urges as
an excuse for not observing the old law of the Passover, of Pentecost-and

S"

of Tabernaoles. Thus the harmony of these laws, as connected with the
history of the exodus period and finding one and all their immediate oo.
(lesion in it, is complete." (#)
The Sabbath
The keystone of the Jewish festival system, as well as of the (mien•
der year as such, was, of course, the institution of the weekly Sabbath.
As the word A U) implies, this signified a day of rest, of surcease
from labor. It had its origin in God's resting from His work of creation
on. the seventh day. Moreover, it had the special significance for the
Israelites of oommemorating their deliverance from the boudage.of Egypt
(&). Finally, it provided them with a regularly recurring foretaste of
the eternal rest promised them of God ON
This patriarchal institution was, in the Mosaic law, expanded into
the sabbatical system by. applying the septenary division in moceesion
to every denomination of time, viz., especially sacred significance was
attached to the seventh month, the seventh year, etc. This syttem, of
course, derives from the fact that the number seven was regarded as the
symbol of perfection and completion.
The festival system of Israel, built as a pyramid upon the foundation of the Sabbath, had as its special purpose the offering of thanks.
giving to Jehovah and the renewal of the covenant with Him. Moreover,
this system brings out with particular prominence and clarity the distinctive character of Israel's religion iltdistinetion from all other
contemporary religions.
"The sacred seasons form thus a complete and symmetrical scheme, giving proper and balanced expression to the leading ideas of Israel's religion,
# Bissell,- "Biblical Antiquities", pp. 267.6.
Dent• 6,18
% w Psalm 98,11

and specially adjusted to their relation to God as their Creator. Deno..
teeter and Sanotifier..../t is not the long accretion of ages, a body
of lows and usages aggregated in the course of time undervarying and
contingent circumstances. It is just the consistent unfolding-of-one
definite scheme of thought, and as such bears the stamp of one reflect•
ihg and constructive mind, by which it has been carefully elaborated and
adjusted into correspondence with certain dominant ideas."(#) Strength
is lent-to this assertion frdm a source that. certainly cannot be charged
with prejudice in favor of the Mosaic origin of the sacred seasons and
Of their integration into a unique and wellrounded thole. Ewald, one of ,
the foremost of the higher oritica, who summarily rejects the Mosaic
authorship of the Pentateuch, nevertheless is so impressed with theans
tiquity" and "unusual character" of the sacred seasons that he aoknoul.,
edges that they must have stemmed from "the exalted genius of Moses."
He writes, "You behold a structure simple, lofty, perfect. All proceeds
as it were from one spirit, and represents one idea, and is carried into
effect by what resembles counters exactly matched strung upon one-cord....
And while other ancient nations have a multitude of festituls with no
obvious connection, these are flea, but linked together, illumined with one

light, and relating to one supreme end (every one a Sabbath of Jehovah).
Whoever has a thorough knowledge of these festivals, will be persuaded that
they have not arisen by slow degrees from the blind impulse of external
nature, nor from the history of the people, but are the product of a lofty
genius." (&)
iPAI. Green, "The Hebrew Feaste",.p. 50.
& • "Zeitscohrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes", vol.III, p.411,434

This concession on the part of Ewald is, however, unfortunately not
shared by his confreres among the higher critics. The historicity of
the Pentateuch has been impugned by a long array of oritiSs, ranging from
Delgette and Baur to Bitsig and Dillmann, on a wide variety of counts, and
withan equally wide variety of conclusions. It would lead us too far
afield to examine in detail the specific claims and hypotheses advanced
by these critics, and to evaluate the merits of their individual indictments of the Mosaic record. Suffice it to say that their approach is tniform only in its utterly arbitrary procedure and in its rationalistic
motivation. It is illuminating to note that while all these gentlemen
predicate their assumptions on an evolution of religion, they are unable
to come to any mutual agreement as to the exact course aid nature of this
evolution.
The Oraf.4011hausen Hypothesis
By far the most important contribution to the higher oriticism of
the Pentateuch is that represented by the Graf.aellhatemathypothesis.
Briefly stated, this hypothesis rejects the historicity of the Pentateuchal narratives and the authenticity of the related legislation, relegating
the former to the category of foikolore, and assigning the latter to a
period long after that of Moses hiMself. The ceremonial legislation, ac,

cording*, is viewed as an outgrowth of the progressive development of
the Hebrew oultus from the mists of antiquity down through to the post*
exilio period. The hypothesis is based upon the following assumptions.
1. The. Pentateuchal records cannot stand up under the test of seardhp.
ing literary analysis.
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2. The various passages in connection with the ceremonial legislaw
tion lack consistency and uniformity; the legislation is a "pachwork."
So The successive periods of the history of Israel bear a direct
latienship to the development traceable in the ceremonial legislation.
The ready acceptance and wide-spread popularity of the GrafftWellhausen
hypothesis is due to a number of factors, among which the following are
worthy of mention* 1. Its appearance of scientific precision and of
adaptation to historical facts. 2. Its conformity with the theory of
the evolution of religion, by virtue of which it has become acceptable
alike to those who wish to discard entirely the idea of supernatural
ligion as well

as to those who, to be sure, wish-to retain the super-

natural governance of God in the realm of religion, but who prefer to have
Him work through "reasonable" and "logical" historical processes: 11. Its
Emzenability to the state of oritioal opinion in which it first. made its ppd.
pearence.
The specific objections and counter-claims of the GralWellhausen
theory with respect to the various festivals will be considered in the
sections dealing with those feativaleo At this point, however, it may be
stated that a searching, scholarly, analysis of this theory will bring to
light the glaring defects of the hypothesis and the very insecure found*.
tion upon whioh it is built. For one thing, it is rendered suspeot by the
company it keeps, it has found its most ready and enthusiastic acceptance
on the part of those who discredit the supernatural and who act upon the
premise that anything regarded as supernatural must Aso faoto be mythical.
Its *Jaime with regard to the literary style of the Pentateuch whioh it
holds to be the composite product of different authors at different stages

of-Israel's history, and interlarded with numerous interpolations and
terations • place the burden of proof entirely upon the shoulders of those
who espouse this theory. The rejection of the Moaaio authorship is purely
subjective and arbitrary, and the interpretation of each passage without

reference to its context betrays the rationalistic bias in which the hym
pothesis is rooted. Moreover, the mass of alleged evidence in support of
the theory is so abundant as to make it palpaply suspicious.
The critics hold, priori, that any changes, divergences or supple.,

mutations appearing in the festival legislation in the various passages
theretn it. is recorded, prove that this legislation arose at different
stages in Israel's history, and is the produot of different authors. The
critics utterly fail to realize that, as Green pointsout, "the different
degrees of fulness in the contents of the feast laws may be due to other
apse

causes than the lpeee of time and the development of these ordinances in
the interval. It may result from the purpose of the writer, the ordinance
remaining unchanged. iiiis....satisfaotorily acoounts for all the differ.

woes in the Pentateuohal laws on this subject without the aced of assump.
trig any protracted periods of growth between them." (0
A a matter of fact, the feast laws are perfectly harmoniem, and
.are all integral parts of a welli.contrived scheme of ritual legislation.
None of the feast laws is independent and capable of isolation from the
°there. Each has its own particular purpose, and also a carefully defined
relationship to the entire system of which it is a component part. None
-overlaps, supersedes, or contravenes the others, but all are mutually comp,
plementary. The entire oyster therefore, is wonderfully and inextricably
interwoven. The higher critical attempt to isolate them from each other
and to view them as the products of different ages is arbitrary and false.
# .6 Green, op. sit., p. 172

IQ

We new turn our attention to the festivals thempelves « both major

and minor . which form the fabric around which the entire Old Testament
oultus is woven.

TheaaMorningand

Evening Sacrifice

To indicate that each day should be consecrated to the service of •

God,- and to afford a daily reminder to the Israelites of the two cardinal
factors of sin and grace, the Lord had decreed (4) that every morning and
evening an unblemished lamb should be offered on the altar as a whole
burnt offering, together with a cereal offering and drink offering. The
hours thud set apart for the performance of the daily sacrifices came to
be accepted among the people as the customary times for prayer (fib), which
remained in vogue down to the beginning of the New Testament era (&). At
the time of David, it became the rule to accompany the sacrifices with
vocal and instrumental music. ($)
The Sabbath

Sacrifices

On the Sabbath day, the regular morning and evening sacrifices were
doubled* Moreover, the twelve oakes of showbread were ohanged„.•the new
being placed on the Table of Shawbread in the sanctuary and the *Id being
eaten by.the priests within the sanctuary. (*)
The Sabbath, accordingly, was consecrated by God as a holy. day, a

day of rest and of convocation,

' U; 1 rp
T

(").

While there was

to be a cessation of physioal labor and surcease from the routine of
daily existence, man's spiritual. duties must proceed without interruptions
indeed, on this holy day they are to be given a double measure of attention*
This indeed, brings into clear relief the true meaning of the word /9.U;

showing that it denotes not a mere state of idleness and abstention from
#

Ex* 29, 28.421 Num. 28, 3.8

% Ps. 141, 2
6 . Acts, 8, 1

8 • I Chron. 2S, 20
*
"

x, 28, 301 . Let* 24, 509
Ps* 118, 241 Isa* 880'18
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work* but rather a state of spiritual rest and refreshment.. Prefigured
here is the rest of soul - spiritUal and eternal . that we have in and
through Christ, and that will find its oonsummation in the heavenly rest
guaranteed by the blood of Christ and vouohsafed unto the people of God. (#)

The Sacrifices of the New Moon

.11•11•11••••=n11.

The months of the Jewish year were reokoned according to the phases
of the moon, every month beginning with the nowymoon. The months were
thus twentronine or'thirty days in length. The first day of each month
was also marked by the performance of special sacrifices. (%)
The burnt offering on the festival of the new moon consisted of two
young bullocks, one ram, and seven lambs of the first year, without spot,
These were accompanied by meat and drink offerings. In addition, one kid
of the goats was offered as a sin offering.
We see, therefore, how every r,murring cycle in the Jewish year was

consecrated by a special ritual, signifying the dedication of the people .
to Jehovah, and, above all, prefiguring the advent of the Messiah, the
eternal Son of God, of whose coming in the flesh all the oonstituent
parts of the Old Testament worship were but a shadow. (&)
We now come to the consideration of the three great festivals of
Israel, the high.points of the Jewish ohurch year, and rich in their
syMbolism of the coming Redeemer and of,the great spiritual kintdam of
which He is the Head. These three annual pilgrimage feasts, known as
/1'1111, are distinguished from the others, the so.soalled2T'Illig,
•r
by the fact that they oould only be observed at the central place of wor.
ship, whither every male Israelite was obligated to appear, to celebrate
them. The first and foremost of these is, of course, the Passover.
# Heb. 4, 9
% Mau 28, 11..15
& 0. Col. 2, 16

The Passover
This greatest of all the Old Testament festivals, both commemorative
and symbolical in its nature and purpose, had its origin at the time of
the exodus of the children of Israel from the land of Egypt. (#) Aocord«
ing to the Lord's own directions, on the tenth day of Eisen, the head of
every household of the Jews should select a lamb, a male of the first year,
without blemish, and keep it separate from the rest of the flock for four
days. (In the. case.of small families, several were permitted to go to..
gether.) Then, on the fourteenth day of Means "between evenings", the
lamb was to be killed, its blood being caught up in a basin. The Israelites
were then directed to dip into it with a brush of hyssop and spread it upon
the upper doorpost (lintel) and two sideposts of the house, BO member of
the household was permitted to leave the house until the morning,
The family, moreover, was instructed to eat the lamb roasted Whole

over an open fire, none of its bones being broken. It should then be
eaten, together with unleavened bread and bitter herbs . eaten wholly, so
that no remnant be left on the morrow; any portion that could not be eaten
should be burned. The meal should be eaten in haste, and all the partial..

pants should eat in a standing position, with their loins girded, their shoes
on their feet, their staff•in hand, their belongings packed . all in prepare•

tion for the precipitate flight from Egypt on the next day, On that night,
accordingly, the Angel of the Lord passed over the houses of the Israelites,
on the portals of which the blood had been daubed. The result was the complete immunity of the Israelites from the slaughter of the first-born among

the Egyptians, culminating in the exodus on the fifteenth day of Means
The typical significance of the Passover with respect to the vicarious
atonement of Christ is of course apparent. Christ was the "Lamb of Cod" (&),
# Ear. '1$, 1.9
& John 1, 29

/3

without blemish in His pure and sinless nature. He was the essence of
meekness, humility and innocence 4., all of which traits are commonly as»
Boasted with the lamb. He wad set apart from the "herd", consecrated to
His divine mission of redemption, and distinguished from the sinful race
of:mankind„ although in all essential respects like them according to Hie
human nature,
As the lamb of the Passover meal was wholly consumed, so alio Christ's
sacrifice was perfect and entire. The connotation of the hardship, suffer*
ing and bitterness associated with the passion and death of Christ is,r0.
sent in the unleavened bread and the bitter herbs which formed part of
the Passa meal. As the slaughter of the lamb presaged the deliverance of
the Israelites from the bondage of Egypt, so did the sacrifice of the Lamb
of God make possible the deliverance of His people from the servitude of
sin and Satan. Moreover, it is Significant that no bone of the Paschal
lamb was broken, symbolising thetact that even in His hour of death, no
boneim Christ's body should be .broken. (0) And as the Angel

of

the Lord -

a designation for the Son of God Himself - "passed over" the houses of the
Israelites, thus preserving them from the visitation of death, so to this
day, in a spiritual manner, He still "passes over" His people,- etesped in.
transgression and sin though they be, and preserving them fram-the sentence
of eternal death.
The most significant and vital part of the Passover ritual was, of
course, the shedding of the blood of the lamb. 'Without the shedding of
blood there is no remission", says the holy writer (82), and the idea of
salvation Ix: blood is central in the entire system of Old Teetament 'worship.
"Here

we have

#
Bo

Of
tb• 9, la-

the first instance of a specific divine command to slaughter

/ ►f

as a sacrifice an animal whose blood was to be a token and sign for deli•
very from the angel of death. The lamb must shed its life••blood in order
to save the life of man." (#) Vividly and forcefully St. Paul expresses
the full import of the Passover ritual when he cries; "Christ our Passover
is sacrificed for us* (&)
The leapt of Unleavened Bread

INIM•Misr 41m•IMM•111.10 0•••••

Directly following the.Paesover, the days of unleavened bread were
instituted, to extend for a period of a week. (90 This was designed to
symbolise the days of Israel's flight from Egypt, when they had no time
to bake leavened bread.. MusD it is sometimes called "bread of afflia.
tion" (4). During this period no leaven was even to be found in their
quarters.
The Day of the Passover and the eighth day thereafter, ending the
period of unleavened bread, were designated as "days of holy convooation"
. It is significant that the period of unleavened bread comprised
seven days, again reflecting the septenary system on Which the entire Jew.•
ish ritual was built up.
On the first day of the feast of unleavened bread, denominated a
"sabbath", as was customary with all the Jewish feasts, it Was-required
to desist from all labor. On•the following day, a sheaf ef. barley was
waved in the sanctuary to indieate the formal opening of the harvest seas•
. son. Before this ceremony it was unlawful to harvest any grain. (0)
The feast of unleavened bread was joyous in character, as was that
of

Passover, since it signified the release of Israel from bondage.

The ritual to ba•followed on each day of the feast is given in the Book
•Maenkomoeller, "Festivals and Sacrifices of Israel", p. 11
& a/ Cor. 8, 7
..Ex. 12, 18.20; 13, 3.10; Lev. 23, 6; Num. 28, 17; Deut. 16, 8
* Deut. 16, 3
a . Bz. 12, 16; Lev. 28, 21
0 . Lev. 23, 14

/J

of lumbers ($). A burnt offering was made, consisting of two young bull•
oohs, a ram and seven male lambs of the first year, all without blemish,
together with a meat offering, fine flour mingled with oil. These saori.
floes were made for the congregation as a whole; in addition* individuals
were held to bring their own, in the nature of peace offerings. (&)
The Permanent Passover
By the very nature of the ease, certain changes were made in the (tele.
bration of the Passover after the Israelites had entered the land of Canaan,
.and a central sanctuary had been established. These adjustments were de.
creed by God Himself (%). Henceforth the Passover was to be celebrated only
in Jerusalem, the saorifioes were to be performed only by the priests, and
only at•the altar of burnt offering, where the blood was caught in a basin
and poured out at the altar's base. Hence, the regulations concerning the
Patsoyer were made to accord with those.of the other Jewish festivals.
8peeial saerifioes were added in connection with the festival (a).
On each of the seven days of unleavened bread special burnt offerings were
rendered. :Moreover, since this was the time of the ripening of the.first
grain, it was required to bring a sheaf of barley, via., the first-fruits,
on the day after the Passover, the fifteentof Nisan, for a wamiv.offering to
the Lord. Together with this, the lamb, with the cereal and drink-offer.
ings, was sacrificed as a burnt offering. The people were not to eat of
the fruit of the harvest until after this offering had been made ("). Other
changes in the celebration of the Passover provided that the lamb need not
be set apart for four days in advance of the sacrifice, as had originally

& •
% »
*0
•.

48, 19.24
Iti4 23, 151 II Chron. 35, 13
Deut. 16, 106
Lev. 23, 8
Lev. 23, 10.14

been prescribed, nor was it any longer necessary for the people to eat the
Passover in haste, or to simulate the preparations for an imminent departure.
After the Babylonian Captivity, it is apparent that the custom of drink.
ing four or five cups of wine at stated intervals during the Passover meal
was introduced. This is not commanded in Scripture; nevertheless, the ous.
tom has a very interesting and vital bearing in consideration of the insti.
tuiion of the Lord's Supper, which ocouied at the time of the Lord's eating
the Passover meal with His disoiples. It was then that Be Gelds "This cup
is the new testament in my blood."' (0) The blood of the Old Testament Pass.
over and of the ritualistic system which it represented had now served its
purpose, and was no longer valid; now the Savior instituted a new covenant,
that of His own blood, shed on Calvary to effect an eternally effective
atonement for the sins of the world. "Thus, as the institution of the Pass.
over marked the beginning of the Old Covenant, so the institution of the
Lord's Supper marks the beginning of the New Covenant, while at the same
time it means the official end of that venerable covenant of old." (&)
It is to be expected that the higher critics have trained some of their
heaviest guns on the festival of the Passover, the origin of whioh they con.
sign to the realm of mythology, and the existence of which they interpret
as the product of a long historioal development. They disregard the fact
.that the Passover narrative bears all the marks of authentic history, and
that the allegation of composite authorship is purely the result of subjea.
tive critical bias.

They argue, for example, that the Passover was originally nothing else
than a nature.feast at the change of the seasons, that the Passover was not
# • I Cor. 11, 26
& • Meenkemoeller, op oit., p* 16
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at first oonneoted with the Feast of Unleavened Bread, which at the outset was a "harvest festival*" Moreover, they allege that discrepancies
exist in the stipulations as to the place of the celebration, and that
the ritual of the Passover underwent changes in the course of time.
Without entering into the minutiae of these higher critical proposi.
tions or into an exhaustive refutation of their sundry anima, the object»
tions to the Passover will lose their plausibility and validity if, in the
first place, we approach the question from the positive and Scriptural
side . as would seem only fair and reasonable . rather than from the nega»
tive, rationalistic side; and, further, if we bear in mind the fact that
Deuteronomy, to a considerable degree, merges together many features of
the festival legislation which in Exodus and Leviticus are kept apart,
and that Deuteronomy is largely a repetition, for purposes of instruction,
of regulations already laid down • and that, in many instanoess these mat»
tare are "telescoped." We can, therefore, do no other than agree with
Green* when he avers, in summarizing his infinitely detailed refutation
of the higher critical objections to the Passover; "In the absence then
of any good reason for departing from the old and well.attested belief

upon this subject, we have a right to conolude that the Passover me from
the beginning precisely what is recorded in the history of its institution,
and what it is defined to be in the several Mosaic, statutes," (#)
The Feast of Weeks

a COOPINOIMONO - 411••••••••111•10

The Feast of ~leeks, or Pentecost, was the second of the three great
national festivals of the Jews* (80 It is known by a number-of deeigna.
tionet Feast of Weeks

MI

Pentecost (0); Feast of Harvest ("); Day of

Green, op. °it°, p. 239
Ex, 23, 14.17; 34, 21.24
% Ex. 34, 22; Dente 16, 1046; II Chron. 8, 13
.0 . Auto 2, 11 20, 16; I Core 16, 8
" e Ex. 23, 16
#

First Fruits M. Mese names have reference either to the purpose of
the feest'or to the time of its observance* It occurred on the sixth
and/6r seventh day of Sivan„ exsotly fifty days after that of unleavened
bread (.seven weeks of seven days each being the time that intervened). (&)
"Pentecost" signifies "fifty" and "weeks" has reference to the intervening

sabbatical cycle. The term "Feast of Harvest" indicates the fact that Tes.
wheat harvest, and, to be sure, the entire grain harvest, was ready to be
gathered in. The title "Day of First littuits" refers to the offering of
bread from the new wheat prescribed in the regulations for this festival.
At the celebration of the 'Asset of Weeks, a new meat offering, made
of the new crop, was offered to the Lord. (%) Two wave loaves of leavened
bread were brought to the sanctuary; 'accompanying this offering were seven
unblemished lambs of the first year, one young bullock and two rams for a
burnt offering, together with the usual cereal and drink offerings. In
addition, one kid of the goats was sacrificed .for a sin offering (44), and
two 16mbs of the first year were sacrificed as peace offerings (").
Eaoh of these offerings had its special significances the burnt of•
faring as a symbol of complete dedication to Him Who is the Ruler and Lord
of allj the sin offering in token of the remission of all the: sine and
transgressions of the past (moon; and the peace offerings as representing
the renewal of fellowship between Jehovah and His people.

It is evident that the offerings of the Feast of WeokO Were:Consider.
ably more numerous than those of the sixteenth of Nisei% When the sheaf
of barley was waved to signify the beginning of the harvest season. Nola
NUm. 280
. Lev. 23,
•Lev.' 23,
et4,Lev. 23,
. Lev. 23,

26
16.22; Num. 28, 26.31; Deut. 16, 9.12
17
18.21; Num. 28, -28.30
19
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the harvest, in all its richness and fences, had been gathered in, and '

the occasion called for special thanksgiving to Jehovah* Pentecost, accordingly, was a day of joy, a sort of "harvest home festival" (#).
The feature of special significance at this festival was the wave
loaves with the offering of two lambs. The wave loaves were leavened,
not only because they were intended to represent the ordinary food of
the people, but also because they, together with the accompanying two
lambs, were the only public peace and thank offerings of Israel and se
such were considered "most holy" e and even the most holy of the people's

offerings were leavened with sin and imperfection.
This festival was regarded as a joint feast of the people with God*
One of the loaves and one of the lambs was given to the high priest, as
God's representative' the remainder went to the other offioiating priests,
and was eaten at a sacrificial meal within the precincts of the sanctuary*
The Feast of Pentecost is of course most familiar to the Christians
of the New Testament era as the occasion on which three thousand souls were
added to the Church (83)* It is no mere accident, surely, that it was just
on the."Day of First Fruits" that the first fruits of the great spiritual
harvest of the New Testament were gathered in a through Him whom the ene
tire Old Testament ritual prefigured and symbolised!
This festival has likewise been exposed to the depredations of the
higher critics* These aver that certain radical ohanges °cultured in cone
notion with the Feast of Oleeks in the course of the alleged development
of the Hebrew minus* They maintain that is character was altered from
that of an agricultural festival to a purely historical commemoration'

neut. 16, 11 •
e Acts 2, 1

#4

they allege that changes took place with reference to the time at which
the feast was held; they declare that alterations took place in the rii*
ual, which at the outset consisted purely of voluntary individual gifts,
but in the course of time took the form of stated public sacrifices; and
that the place of this celebration was changed from the local. sanctuaries
to the temple.
To these charges we reply; It is obvious'that the Feast of Weeks is
essentially agricultural in character, and the charge that it was trans■•
formed into a mere historical coMmemoration in the course of time is a
chimera. "The admonition coupled with it, Deut. 16, 12, to remember that
they were bondman in the land of Egypt does not suggest an additional res.
mn for the institution of the feast, but is meant to enforce the kindly
and generous use of the opportunities whioh it affords, to befriend the
impoverished and dependent classes by the remembrance of their own die.
tressed condition." (#)
Equally untenable is the charge that Pentecost was at firet a movable
festival. While it is true that the time of the festival to at times alluded to simply in its relation to the ingathering of the harvest, never»
theless the designation, "Feast of Weeks", Ahowe that it must have been
celebrated a:rfixed number ofweeke after soma specific event from which
it was calculated.
The ritual likewise cannot be shown. to have undergone any changes.
The voluntary private offerings and the stated pedalo offerings do notomo
elude, but rather supplement, each other. Both were included in the ritual
from the very beginning, and only the preconceived notions of the higher
critics can find here an evidence of "progression" in the nature of the
ritual.
iV Green, op. oit.. p. 257

The critics do not succeed either, in their attempt to prove that
the place of this celebration was changed from the local sanctuaries to
the central place of worship. The very earliest reference to the Feast
of Weeks indicates that. it was to- be observed at the central sanotuam
and it is speoifioally included in the mention of the three pilgrimages
Which all Hebrew males were to make annually to the national sanctuary*
The Feast of Tabernacles
This is the third and last of the great pilgrimage feasts of the Jew.
ish (Wender, and is sometimes referred to as the "Feast of Booths" (0.
It was an outdoor oelebratien., joyous in character (&), that marked the
end of the full harvest, and therefore-served as a climax to the festival
season of Israel. Thus it was sometimes called also the "Feast of 1h.
gathering," Its importance is attested to by the fact that the Old Testa*

mont writers often referred to it simply as "the feast" or "the feast of
Jehovah."

lite festival was held for seven days, beginning with the fifteenth
of the month Tishri, the seventh month of the ecclesiastical year.(*)..The
firet and eighth days were observed as Sabbaths. The festiVal.had a number of unique characteristics. Chief among these was the feot.that the
people dwelt in booths, made of the boughs of trees, to remind:them of the
manner in which their fathers had lived during the flight &mills:7P%
These booths, or "tabernacles" were to be their only place of habitation
during the entire period of the festival.
The festival was remarkable also for the number and variety of saorifloes offered during its celebration. No less than 182 special sacrifices
4/3'46 Ex. 23, 14-17; Deut. 16, 13.17; Lev. 23, 34.44; Num. 29, 12.39
Neut. 16, 13.15
23, 39; I Kings 8, 2; II Chron. 5, 3; 7, 8.9
* Lev.-23, 35-39

were presented during the course of this week470 bullooks, 14 rams and
98 lambs). Each day had its burnt offering and sin offering, but the
number of bullooks . totaling thirteen on the first day 46 decreased by
one each day, although the number of rams and lambs sacrificed eaoh day
remained the same (two of the former and fourteen of the latter). Thus,
on the seventh day, seven bullocks were offered; the entire number of
special sacrifices is divisible by seven, as is also the total number
of each kind of sacrifice. Here again we see the number of perfection
as the keystone of the ritualistic arch. . All these sacrifices were in
addition to the regular morning and evening and Sabbath sacrifices, and
were all accompanied by the customary meal and drink offerings.
The festival underwent certain Changes in post0exilio times. Far
example, specific regulations were enforced as to the conetruotion of the
booths. Moreover, the daily custom was introduced of bringing water from

the pool of Siloam, at the time of the morning sacrifice, to the aocompaniment of.trumpet.blasts, (#) Jesus Himself makes this ceremony the coca..
Sift for proclaiming that He is the living water. (&) Still another inm
novation was the illumination of the court of the women with golden candelabras on the evening of the first day. The obvious sydbollam of Christ
as the Light of the World is alluded to by the Savior Himself. .0)
ooneeseions were made to Israelites living at points remote frma Jessup
salem, whereby they were permitted to celebrate the festival in their local.
synagogues.
The critics hold that the Feast of Tabernacles was simply an adaptation of the sensuous vintage feast of the Canaanite°, to mhioh a religious
Leek. 47, 1; Joel 2, 23; Zooh. 14, 8.17
John 7, 37.58
% • John 8, 12
&

element was added. "Subsequently with the removal of its observance to
a central sanctuary, it loot its original oharaoter, the firstefruitfof
oil-and mine became a perquisite of the priests, the joyful meals were

abandoned and from a proper vintage feast it became one of general thanksgiving. Finally, it was changed still further by being dissociated from
its agricultural meaning, and assuming a historical significance." (#)
Vest of the arguments adduced in refutation of the higher critical
theories regarding the Feast of Oleeksoan be advanced with equhl cogency
with reference to this festival. It is obvious from an unprejudiced sure
vey of the Old Testament record that the holding of the feast at the
central sanctuary did not rob it of its warm and spontaneous religious
Character by -confining it to a purely formalistic ritual, for the worship
'at the temple of the Lord in Jerusalem was ever recognized as the highest

expression of spiritual devotion, joy and thanksgiving. Moreover, it is
plain that the individual voluntary sacrifices in conneotion with the
feast were from the very beginning suppleMentary to the official public
sacrifices, and the theory that the latter is an outgrowth of the former
is a sample of the-stuff that higher critical dreams are made of. The
verdiot of Green, with respect to the higher critical approach to this
festival, seams worth quoting* "Everything rests on a primary assumption,

which, to say the least, has not yet been proved. It is that the Pontes
teuohal laws are not at all what they profess to be, what they are uniformly
by all the writers of both the Old and New Testaments represented to be,
what they have always been believed to be, what the internal evidence upon

any fair treatment shows that they must be, and what therefore they have
# Green, op. cit., p. 284

every reaaonable claim to be regarded as being, the genuine product of
Meses....(The critic's) procedure and his results depend for their juetift
fioatiOn on his original assumption. He puts into the critical crucible
at the beginning precisely what he brings out at the and. 'libelee in:Ai.
notions thus dealt with are but the playthings of the critics's fancy.
Betakes them to be not What they are in the record, but what ho pleases
to regard them." (#)
-T he Feast of Trumpets
Special sacrifices were offered and the trumpets were blown on the
occasion of every new moon, the beginning of each month. On the occasion
of the new moon which marked the beginning of the seventh month, however,
a much more elaborate ceremony was carried out. This is consonant pith
the conception of the seventh month, Tishri,

98

the high point of the Jeww

ish year, the month which brought the festival cycle of the Jewish Church
to a most impressive climax, and which also marked the beginning of the
civil year. (&)
The festivities of this sacred month wore inaugurated with the special
ritual that took plane on the first day of the month, which -received the
designation, "Feast of Truppets."'M This was set aside as a full holiday, and its coming was announced by an. extraordinary blowing of trumpets,
which may have lasted all day. In addition, special swiftest) were perf
formed; one young bullock, one ram and seven lambs of the first year for
a burnt offering, together with the customary cereal and drink offerings.
Besides, a kid of the goats was slaughtered as a sin offering.
Although the Feast of Trumpets was not one of the great pilgrimage
festivals of the Jewish year that required the presence of all males in
- Green, op. nit., p. 272
•
& BR. 23, 14.17; Nun. 29, 1.40; Lev. 23, 24.44; 16, 144; Deut. 16, 13.17
% Lev. 23, 24; Nun. 29. 1

Jerusalem, it was of speoial significance, in that it ushered in the
"Sabbatical month" --the greatest of all months, in which took place
not only the joyous,. climactic Feast of 5ihernaoles, but also. the eols.
emn observance of the Day of Atonement, to which we shall presently address ourselves. It is worth noting, incidentally, that it was on the
first day of the seventh month that the returned exiles from the Babylon
Captivity resumed the regular services of the sanctuary. (0)
The !az of Atonement
%is is not properly called a festival, but rather a "fast", a day
of humiliation and prayer for the people of Israel. (&) It was.observed
annually on the tenth day of the seventh month, when spedial sacrifices
Were offered for the sins of the people as a whole, and also for the purification of the temple. Important and essential as were the innumerable
sacrifices offered up during the course of the year, particularly also at
the three great festivals, it was still necessary to set one day aside to
inculcate with the utmost clarity and force the all-important lesson of
divine pardon and remission of bins
the Day of Atonement was characterized by certain distinctive features,
which rendered it altogether uniques
1. On this day alone entrance was made into the Holy of Holies, and
this privilege was reserved alone for the High Priest.
2. On this day the High Priest alone could officiate, the other
priests merely serving as his assistants.
3. On this day he was required, in connection with certain parts of
the ritual, to put off his regular golden vestments and to clothe himself
completely in garments of white linen. (%)

# • Ezra 3, 61 Neh. 8, 2

& • Acts 27, 9
% Lev. 23, 26421 16, 1-34

4. The ceremonial and ritual orescribed for this day were different
iron those ol any of the reirular 'estivals.
5. On this day alone the ceremony connected :.'ith the scapegoat,
i,zazel, was carried out.
Of special interest is the sacrificial ritual for this day: For the
hieh priest and for the sanctuary a young bullock was offered for a sin
offering and a ram for a burnt offering. Then, for the whole nation, two
kids of floats sere offered as a sin offering and one ram for a burnt of—
fering. The two kids sere presented to the Lord at the entrance to the
sanctuary, where lots Nere cast upon them, the one lot Zor Jehovah and
the other for Azazel, or the scapegoat.
To begin the day's ceremonial, the high priest put on his official
garments, washed his hands and feet in a golden vessel, and ofTered the
morning sacrifice. (He was required to bathe five times and wash
hands and feet ten times during the course of the day.) Then, prior to
the commencement of the neculier ritual of the day, the priest changed
into his special attire for the day: a linen coat and linen breeches,
linen girdle and linen mitre, all cure white. Then, with his hands on
the head of the bullock he made confession for himself and for the house
of Aaron. The bullock was then slaughtered and its blood cau ht up in a
basin. After this, the hizh priest, carrying a censer of live coals and
incense, sent into the Holy of Holies. There he strewed the incense on
the fire before the Lord, so that the smoke cover d the mercy—seat, the
ark being seen only through the enveloping smoke, under the glory of
Jehovah. Having offered a brief prayer of supplication, the high priest
went out to get the -ressel containing the blood of the slaughtered bullock,

mhioh he then took bank into the Holy of Holies. There he sprinkled the
blood on the meror.seat seven times. Thus he first made atonement for
himself.
Thereupon he again went out into the Holy Place, where he slaughtered
the goat upon which the lot had fallen to be the sin offering for the peo•.
pls. With the blood of this goat he entered again the Holy of Holies and
sprinkled it seven times toward the mercy seat. Coming out again in view
of the people, he sprinkled both the blood of the bullock and that of the
goat in the direction of the wail that separated the Holy Place from the
Most Holy Place. Thereupon he mixed together the remaining blood of both.

animals and sprinkled therewith the horns and top of the altar. He made
this sign of cleansing forty-three times,'being very careful that none of
the blood spattered on his garments. The blood that remained at the con. •

elusion of this elaborate-ceremony he poured out at the base of the altar.
Thus, atonement was made for the sanctuary, for the tabernacle of the con..
gregation, for the altar, for the high priests and his fellow priests, and

for the whole people. (4)
There was still another phase, however, to this ceremony of expiation.
This was the ritual concerning the scapegoat, which was sent off into the
wilderness, the sins of the people having first been placed symbolically
upon its head. The word "asasel" appears only in this passage, and signii.
flee "removal" or "dismissal." This indicates that all sin was pow re..
moved, put Out of eight, for the goat was sent into a section without any
habitation. Tice goat wee set free to symbolise the fact that all sinners
are now free from the guilt.and punishment of sin. All sin was borne by

# m Lev. 16, 38

the oubstitutionary animal, so that it is no longer chargeable to the
sinner, and God has forever removed it from His divine view, What a
marvelous prefigurement and type, the great and all•suffioient Substitute,

who willingly bore in His own person 'the guilt and punishment of the sins
of all mankind, who was "made a curse for us", the transgressions of the
guilty being imputed to the innocent one, who bore them "without the camp",'
suffering a loneliness in whiohltawas bereft even of the presence of Godl
Thus, in the two sacrificial goats, the double aepeot of the vicarift
cue atonement was made manifest. The first goat was slaughtered, to show

that Ipithout Shedding of blood there is no remission", and to prefigure
thereby the shedding of the blood of Christ, the divine Sacrifice. The
second goat, like the atoning Savior of which it was the prototype, was
f

laden with the sins of all the people, and removed from eight, so that
the people were henceforth free.

After the ceremony of the scapegoat, the high priest went back into
the eanotuary, took off his white linen garments, bathed, and then prom.

(seeded to offer the burnt offering of a ram for himself and another for
the people, to symbolise dpioation to Jehovah, The person Who had taken
the goat into the wilderneis also washed himself and his clothes, for only
then, when his contact with sin's defilement had been removed, could he
resume his plaoef with the poop. The fat of the goat and the bullock
were burned on the altar as a token of complete consecration, but their
carcasses were burned outside the precincts of the sanctuary.

wonderful indeed is the symbolical significance of the activity of
the high priest and the ritual which he conducted, with relation to the

Yy

vicarious and atoning sacrifice of Christ. The high priest in many re.
speots was himself the prototype of Jesus, who was Priest as well as Vic.
tim.' As the priest was clad in garments of spotless white, although without adornment, so Jesus appeared in the beauty of holiness and purity,
albeit without adornment or ostentation, as the meekest and most unassuming
of men. As thehigh priest bore the blood and the inoense before the pres.
once of God in the most Holy Place, so Jesus offered. to His Heavenly Father
blood and incense . the blood of His bitter, cruel death on4alvary, and
the incense of His perfeot obedience and His life of service and prayer .
not for Himself, but for the people. 'Moreover, when the high priest re.
lappeard to the people after the oonolusion of the ritual in the Most Holy
Place, again bedecked in His ornate high priestly vesture of golds he
thereby, in a measure, represented the glorious resurrection of Christ
after the work of His blood-wrought atonement had been successfully cam.
plated. And when he lifted up his hands to bless the people the same
hands that had been wet with the blood of the atonement . tie gloriously
portrayed Jesus blessing His people; for on the mount of asoension He
lifted up the nail.pierood hands that so recently had dripped with the
divine atoning blood and-then departed -from the place of sacrifice and
went into the heavenly Holy of Holies, there to continue forever His blessing upon all His Children. And thence, even as the people waited for the
reappearance of Aaron from the. sanctuary, so also do we wait for the sec.
and coming of our Lord, when He shall emerge from the heavenly sanctuary
to appear "without sin unto salvation."

But there is still more to be said concerning the symbolism of the
Day of Atonement, It was by virtue of the sprinkling of blood in the
Holy of Holies that Israel's sin was confessed to the Lord by the high►
priest and that the remission of sin was implored. Is it not by virtue
of the blood of Jesus, shed before the Lord in the ineffable sacrifice
of His owe divine life that we are enabled to confess our sin before God,
with the positive assurance that that sin will be forgiven, blotted out
of God's memory. by no other power than that which resides in the pre.
clew blood of the Lamb of Sod, whose life wus taken in the stead of our
life, and Whose blood was sprinkled in the celestial Holy of Holies? .
It is evident, then, that the two great factors that appear pre•.
eminent in the remarkable, glorious ritual of the Day of Atonement are
the reality of sin and the fact of redemption through the blood. And
upon these two factors the thoughts of men must focus to this day, and
to the end of time, if they are to find remission of their guilt, penes
with Sod, and access to the eternal sanctuary.
The Feast of Dedication
Several minor festivals were introduced into the Jewish church year
in post•Mosaio times. One such was the Feast of Dedication, 'which had
its origin in the reconseoration of the altar and temple after its defile•
meet by Antioohus Hpiphanes. (4) This festival began on the twenty.►fifth
of Mislay, the tenth. month, and lasted for Night days. This festival was
Joyous in character, and in many of its features it resembled the Feast of
Tabernacles. Because of the special illumination, both of the temple and
of the houses of the people, it sae also called the "Feast of Lights," (&)
#

Waco. 4, 52.59; -John 10, 22
Josephus, "Antiquities", 12, 7:7

Nrio0
This fell on the fourteenth and fifteenth of Adler, the twelfth month
of the Jewish year. It was celebrated for two days, and commemorated the
deliverenee of the Jews from the evil plot of Haman, (0 We name !Purim"
probably means "lots" ... the means by Which Haman had resolved to destroy
the Jews on the thirteenth of Adar.

•Esther 9, 1?
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THE SACRIFIO AND OFFERINGS
Introduction
Sacrifice was the essence of the Old Testament ritual and worship.
And the essence of sacrifice is the blood, without which there is no re.
mission• () That life which was forfeit because of its violation of
God's holy law and its inherent imperfection could only be redeemed and
made acceptable to God by the substitution of the life of another .► not
of another sinner, but of the Holy One of God, in whose offering rested
an atoning power of universal and eternal validity. This life is represented preeminently in the blood, and the perfect. offering of the Son
of God, which should be consummated in the fulness of the time, was mar.
velously portrayed and prefigured by the great array of Old Testament
eaorifices.
The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in discussing the semi.
s sacrifice on Calvary, stateef
fatal ritual as fulfilled in Christ'
"Without the shedding of blood there is no remission:" The neoessity of
purging everything connected with the service of God was because of its
contamination by contact with sinful, guilty men. This stain of guilt is
removed by the remission of sin. And remission of sin is a000mpliehed
by the shedding of blood. This rule applied to material things; it apt.
plied in a far higher sense to the shedding of the blood of Christ, which
has purged us sinners from all our guilty stains, and made us acceptable
to God, vesselS of honor, purified by the blood of the Lamb.
The writer extends this thought in the next verses "It was there.
fere necessary that the patterns of things in the heavens should be purified

# Lev. 3, 171 17, 10, f., Esek• 44, 7
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with these; but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices
than these." The blood of sacrificial beasts suffioed to purge the ap«
purtenanoes of the Levitical worship, which were mare shadows, copies
and typee of the heavenly things; but the "heavenly things" themselves,
which were signified by the.mew covenant, had to be purified with a bet•

ter sacrifice . the blood of the Son of God.
"His blood, when it touches and stains the defiled earth of the
planet, what so sacred blood on the horns of the altar and the lid of
the mercy seat did any devout worshiper at the altar ever see sprinkled
for his cleansing!'" (0
The sacrificial legislation was first promulgated at Mount Sinai,
when God, through Moses, gave His laws to the people of Israel. The
laws of the sacrifices were designed to teach the people their need for
grace and forgiveness, by virtue of their transgressions of the Law of
God. Moreovere .they served to impress upon the people the absolute need
of repentance on their part for the sins which they had committed, for
only a repentant spirit and a contrite heart would render the sacrifice
acceptable to God. Sacrifice and repentance are always related, for
"sacrifice without repentance degrades religion into magic." There is,
indeed, nothing in the Levitical sacrifices that would make them effiaa.
oious merely "ex opera operato."
"The importance of all this is that, it is something more than a mat•
ter of mere antiquarian interest. These old Levitical laws are not just
survivals from a remote religious past. They do not really belong to the
category of religious ideas which man -has outgrown in his evolution.
& •

dukes "The Law of the Offerings"
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They are permanent and abiding facts. They have a meaning for today as
much as they had thirty.five hnndred years ago, For Christians may sin
as well as Israelites, and that not in little things only, but also in
great things." 09
the higher critics, of course, have not been remise in tracing the
so-called "evolution" of the Old Testament sacrificial system and of re.
lating it to the sacrifices and rituals of primitive times and of the
heathen tribes. Typical of the higher critical approach is that of °ester•
who writes, concerning the Jewish sacrifloess "There are three (theories of sacrifice) that stand outmost prominently; the OttboWunory, the
Communion-theory, and the Lifewtheery. These together we believe to be
the really fundamental ideas about sacrifice; and it is on these three
that we wish to concentrate in the pages that follow, In the conviction
that the three purposes of sacrifice mentioned were basic, uhether in the
primitive stages or in the most developed and spiritual, we shall seek to
Pillowthem out through the periods of uncultured humanity, of general
Semitic belief, and more especially Hebrew belief, and into Christian times."
Again: "Our main.purpose is to try to follow out the three purposes of sacrifles as these occur in the Old Testament; it is there that the process of
the development of the ideas of sacrifice can be most clearly discerned;
and it is from the most developed ffiamins of sacrifice obbrvdble in the Old
Testament that we are led on to their final consummation." (84 Robertson
Smith and 4ellhausenhold that the essential idea of sacrifice is to be ob•
carved in the sacrificial meal • a token of the resumption of fellowship
between men and the Deity, . and that this idea was carried over into the
Hebrew rituals
#4. Biblical Review, vol* 17,.no. 2, p. 192
0, Oesterley. "Sacrifices in Ancient Israel", p. 23, 24
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The forced, artificial, arbitrary character of these typical higher
critical theories is obvious, and becomes still more obvious when we see
the difficulties into.which these theories plunge the oriticsArying to
explain the many unique and wholly distinctive features of the Hebrew
sacrificial ritual, which cannot possibly have been borrowed from any heathen source. The Old Testament sacrificial system is as different from
those of the heathen tribes as day is different from night. -.Mat shall
we say, for example, of the fact that the custom of human sacrifice, uni«
vernally characteristic of the primitive heathen religions, finds not
the slightest trace in the sacrificial ritual of Israel? Chlike all the
heathen sacrifices, moreover, the Hebrew sacrifice was not a mere "bar.
gaining process" with the Deity, but a pure and exalted ceremony, based

on the fundamental factors of the aoknowledgement of. sin and the need for
divine pardon . atonement for guilt, purification of the impure, and the
reconciliation of the affronted God with His erring but repentant Windrow)
In short, the Old Testament sacrifices represent and prefigure the work of
Christ on behalf of the believer,
The Levitical offerings were five-fold in natures The burnt offer.
Jugs, the meal offerings, and t ►e peace offerings, all of which were des«
ignated as offerings of aeweet savor", and then the sin offerings and the
trespess offerings, which were not of sweet savor. In their totality they
symbolise the doings and the dying of our Lord Jesus Christ, ale perfect
obedience and His vicarious sacrifice for the life of the world. The five
Levitical offerings might be viewed as setting forth the work of Christ in
its .historical orders the burnt offering, His oonsearation in becoming
incarnates the meal offering, His intercourse with men; the peace offering,
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His communion with the Father; and the sin and trespass offerings, the
oonsummation of Hie work through the atoning death on the cross,
The saorifices might be regarded as serving a threefold purposes .
They were educative, in that they taught the reality of sin; they were
expository, in that they showed the way of a God pleasing life and course
of duty and they were effective, through Him whose vicarious atonement
they foreshadowed, And, if the question be asked as to why this type of
ritual should have bean selected by God to symbolise the atonement through
Christ, the answer of Bushnell will be in orders "There were no types in
nature out of which, as roots, the words could grow, that would signify a
matter'so entirely supernatural, as the gracious work and the incarnate►
myttery of Christ. The only way, therefore, to get a language for Him at
all, was to prepare it artificially and the anoient ritual of sacrifice
appears to have been appointed partly for this purpose." (#)
The BuratWeringe
The.bUrnt offerings (&) were rendered at the daily morning and evening
sacrifice, and at the double sacrifice of the Sabbath Day• They also
formed a part of the special offerings of the New Moon festivals, Pass.
over, Pentecost and the Feast of Tabernacles, as well as of the Feast of
Trumpets and the Day of Atonement.
The animals designated for the burnt offerings were either a young
bullock or a male lamb of the first year (%), without blemish or spot. As
an alternative, in the case of the poor, turtle doves or young pigeons
might be substituted. Thus we see that Christ's sacrifice, prefigured by
41, ft Bushnell, "The Vicarious Sacrifice", p. 489
& ft Lev. 1; 6, 645
% ft Ex. 29, 38; Num. 28, 8

the creatures of the burnt.offering, availed both for rich and poor,
and access to the Father was granted to all.
The most oommon designation for burnt offering is

7.!f

on the altar in its entirety. The word comes from the root 71;1 ,
meaning-lige up", in reference either to that Which goes up on the altar, or
to the smoke of sacrifice which ascends,
("whole burnt offering," or "holootust") is sometimes used
in apposition to, or as descriptive of
distinction was that

e Perhaps the original
•I.
.7) lig meant all that part of the sacrifice- that

was burnt on the altar, while

' ) meant that the whole of the victim
•

T

was burnt.
The burnt offerings were made either for public or for private sae.
rifioe, Before the animal was slaughtered, the officiant laid his hand
on the head of the sacrifice, signifying thereby the atonement that ma
here to be made for the offerer, for the expiation of whose sins the sac•
rificial blood was to be shed. The actual killing of the animal was performed either by the offerer or by the priest.
When the animal was killed, the blood was caught up in a basin and
-sprinkled on the altar of burnt offering, located in the open court at
the east of the temple, The animal was then flayed and out up, its head
and fat being laid on the fire, on Which fresh wood had been placed. The
inwards and legs were then washed, and these also were put on the fire on
the altar. Thus, the whole animal was oonsumed by fire • a complete and
perfect sacrifice, to symbolise Him whose sacrifice was eternally perfect
and complete, so as to obviate the necessity of any further sacrifice for.
Gin,
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In the case of the fowls, these were killed by wringing or pinch.

ing off the head. The blood was wrung out at the side of the altar;
the crop and feathers were put on the ashes at the east side of the altar,
while-the body, having been split open along the back, was put on the fire
and burned whole.
The burnt offering was a gift dedicated to God in grititude for His

innumerable blessings. lie blood of the offering symbolized theatone- .
went for sin. Life is given for a human life. The sacrificial animal
substituted for man, represented man thus enabling man to consecrate
himself to God. It need hardly be repeated that the animal sacrifices
did not have this propitiatory power in themselves, but that they were
types of Him through Him the eternal propitiation should be made..
many private burnt offerings were prescribed by law, e.g., for the
consecration of priests (#), the purification of women 01, the removal
of ceremonial unoleanness, such as leprosy (&), and at the perforce of
a vow, or the breaqh thereof, by a Minorite (*). In addition, the people
brought burnt offerings to God as a token of Special Gratitude for the
bestowal of divine favors. (")
. In certain respects the burnt offering was unique, different from the

other Levitical offerings. For one thing, it was an offering of sweet..
savor. In this it was like the meat offering and peace offering, but unlike the sin and trespass offerings. The offerings of sweet savor were

'offered on the brazen altar in the court of the tabernacle Or temple,
whilst the sin and trespass offerings were offered without, and not on
the altar. In the offerings of sweet savor, moreover, the offerer came
# • Ex. 29, 16
% • Lev, 12, 6. 8
& • Lev. 14, 19; 16, 16.80
* • Num. 8, 14; Acts 21, 26
" • Num. 18, 1.3; Ps. 61, 19; Atom. 7; I Kings 8, 64

as a worshipper to be acoepteu. The offerinTe of sweet savor portray,
in n spec:IAA way, the holiness of Christ was brow , ;lit out, for He gave
Himself "for us an offering and a sacrifice to God for a sweet smelling

savor." (4) The atoning sacrifice of Christ risos like perfume to the
nostrils of God.
Yoreov,ar, the burnt offering was different, for example, fro the
meat offering, in that a life Was here given to God - the life renresenting what isGod's rightful due. Further, the burnt offering was wholly,
burnt on the altar, whores s the neat and peace offerings were only partly
burnt, and the sin offering was not burnt on the altar. This then shows
the complete surrender to God, as encompassed in the First Table of the
Law - and this was fulfilled alone in Chri.t, of whom the burnt offering
a Jorious an consolatory figure.
Attention should be paid also to the varieties in the burnt offerinc. In all of the animals appointed for this particular sacrifice, albeit
in different aspects, Christ is typified. The bulloc is the symbol of
service, of toil, of patience. 1-,- e lamb signifies submission and meekness.
The turtle dove, both innooenoe (;.) and sorrow (o). All of these essential
attributes find their glorious consummation in the person and work of Christ.
In the burnt offering, then, Jesus was both our Substitute and our Example.

The Meat Offerings
These, together :with the drink offerings, comprised the unbloody sao-

rifioes in the Levitis!.1 system of offerin,,;s. (*) "Meat" in this sense
is to be understood as representing "food" (Speisopfer - "cereal offering").

Eph. 5, 2
& - Matt. 10, 1G
% Ise. 50, 11
* - Lev. 2;
20, 40; Lev. 25, 18
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This could be either fine flour, with oil and frankincense poured upon it,
or else, unleavened wafers, baked'in an oven:. The meat offering euatomar. •
ily accompanied the burnt Offerings, although in a few instances it was offered independently. (#)
The priest brought this oblation to the altar, where he took a handful of the flour or a piece of the wafer, and burned it together with the
animal on the altar. No leaven or honey or any element produoingfermen.
tation could be included in the offering. However, salt, which preserves
against corruption, was added to all the offerings. (&)
In ease of individual offerings, that Which remained belonged to the
priests, (%) In the ease of the public offerings, however, they were
burned in their entirety. (e) We are told, moreover, that the meat. offer.
ing might also consist of green ears of corn* the first fruits of the
field, dried by fire and threshed out of the sheaf: Oil and frankincense
were then added to the earn, Or grain, which was then burned « or, more
accurately, part of the corn, part of the oil, and all of the frankincense,
ware burned: (°)
Combined with the meat offerings appear the drink offerings, or libations, ip 2 For this.ourpose wine was used (0), and this was poured
unto the Lord in the Holy Place

probably at the base Of the altar of

burnt offerings: These drink offerings,. together with the meat offerings,
usually accompanied the burnt offerings. Thus, the daily sacrifice oon►•

stated of these three parts burnt offering, meat offering and drink of.
fering,
# • Lev. 5,11; 7,12; Mon. 6,18
83 Num, 18,291 II (throne 3,16
% • Lev. 6,16
* • Lev. 6,123

. Lev: 2,14.18
• Ex. 29,40
- Num. 28, 7
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Certain contrasts appear in the consideration of the meat offerings

over against the other offerings. Unlike the sin and trespass offerings
(but like the burnt and peace offerings), it was an offering of sweet
savor. Still more striking, however, is the contrast offered by the maw
terials of whioh the► meat offering was composed. No animal was here in..
valved; but only flour, oil and frankincense. Some commentatore hold
that the meat offering portrays man's duty to his neighbor, as inculcated
in the Seeond Table of the Law, which was perfectly fulfilled by Christ.

Although not unooriptural, this intepretation is open to some question.
The presence of flour in the meat offering is significant, inasmuch
as bread is the "staff of life". Moreover, this neer was ground to
powder indicative of the deep suffering endured by Christ, who was
"bruised for our iniquities" (of. tea. 28,38). The flour was not coarse,
but fine » just as there is no imperfection, no unevenness in Christ,
but only equity and perfectness.
the oil of the meat offering has nourishing and healing qualities.
Moreover, oil frequently is alluded to in the Scriptures with reference
to the redemptive work of Christ, who was anointed by the Holy Spirit. (#)
"Jesus, as the obedient man, was filled with the Holy Ghost, and His able"•
tion of Himself as the meat offering was in the unotion end power of the
Spirits...Accordingly, we read 0. when His public ministry commenced, when,
to speak typically, He began to bring His meat offering 0. •the Holy Ghost
desoended on Him visibly', the oil was poured upon the flour* Immediately
after, we read agai'n„ 'Jesus, full of the Holy Ghost, returned from Jordan.'
....'God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and power; and He

fr. Ica. 61, 1; P. 48, 7; Luke 4, 181 John 3, 34

went about doing goodie this is exactly the meat offering. And the
Gospels from one end to the other in every page are full of it. 70
take one example from the chapter referred tes no sooner had our Lord
commenced His ministry, than they rose up and thrust Him out of the city.
Go where Be would, Be was still the meat offering' the bruised corn and
the oil are always together*" (0
The meat offering included also frankincense, the most precpious and
moat fragrant of all perfume* Here indeed we have a beautiful symbol
the purity, the holiness of Christ, (&) by and through whom our prayers
may now "be set forth before God as incense, and the lifting up of our
hands as the evening sacrifice*? But it should not be overlooked that
the fragrance comes only when the incense is net upon the fire. So also •
the propitiatory work. of Christ could find acceptance of God and achieve
eternal validity only by being tried in the fire of affliction and suffering. Thus was His righteousness, made efficacious through Hie suffering,
wafted as incense to God's throne. And thus also our prayers and supplicam.
tions Can arise to God as incense only by virtue of the fact that they have
been purified by Christ and are offered only through the atoning merits of
Him who was symbolised also in the frankincense of the meat,offering*
A further ingredient of the meet offering was salt, the symbol of in.
corruption and perpetuity (%) • Allah, of Course, found their highest and
ultimate expression in Christ. Moreover, the meat offering was to contain
nothing of leaven, the mark of corruption.
Jukee, 'The Law of the Offerings% pp. 77.8
(Italics are mine)
& . Ps. 45, 7081 Song of Sol* 1, 1344
% Mum 19, 191 II Chr. 13, 15

The meat offering was different from the burnt offering* in that
it was not wholly burnt. Part of it was kept back and given as food for
the priests (#). At the same time, it was "an offering to the Iard".
Bowe, unlike the peace offering, nothing of this offering reverted to
the offerer. The remainder was given to the priests, as the Lord's rep.
resentativee.
The Peace Offerin4a
These were sacrifices made in grateful acknowledgment of the divine
blessings of peace, fellowship and reconciliation and all the graces re.
suiting therefrom. Various designations are attached to the peace offer-
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Ebr this offering, either a male or female animal could be used. The
insides of the animal, plus the rump and tail of the lamb, were -separated,
and the different parts were burned on the altar, for a sweet cover. Spew
(dal referenoe is made to the fa, the eating of which was strictly forbidden the Israelites. (14) The fat wal called the food offered to God on
the altar (0, also the bread of -God (a'). If the worshipper offered a
peace offering in gratitude for some special blessing, the sacrifice was
accompanied by unleavened wafers, anointed with oil, and cakes, mingled
with oil, baked of fine flour. In addition, he .was to present leavened
bread.'
Part of this. oblation of the peace offering was to be a heave offer•
tag to the Lord. A heave offering was one that was evitmg up and down before

0. Lew
& Lev*
% • Levi
10'. Lev.

7,
3;
3,
3,

2, ff.
7, 11.16* 29. 34
17
11; 21, 6

the altar, to signify the fact that it was presented to the Lord and.
received back frmn the Lord. The part that was heaved was the perqui*
site of the priest who performed the sacrifice.
The peace offerings were not regular, stipulated offerings, but
offerings' of a special nature, performed at times that called for a
special expression of thanksgiving, either individual or national.
There were, however, a few occasion for which the peace offerings
were presoribed, e.g..'the consecration of Aaron; (0) the dedication
of the tabernacle (&); and the dedication of the temple M.
Like the burnt offering end the meat offering, the peace offering
was of sweet savor, Uniquely, however, the peace offering fed the of.
ferer. God, and the priest. All partook of the substance of this offer.
'ing, and.all found satisfaction therein.
The offerer himself ate a part of the offering . the same offering
which had already satisfied God, insofar as the fat, blood and innards
had been consumed on the altar. This constituted a departure from both
the offerings which we have already consideredo in the burnt offering, the .
entire sacrifice was consumed by fire; in the mast offering, the priests
had a share for themselves, but not the offerer. Only in the peace offering does the offerer partake of part of the offering. Han himself is fed
by the sacrifice he offers to God. The sacrifice" is Christ, and eras
perfect righteousness and fulfilment We'partake through faith. That which
avails before God and redounds to our benefit is nothing in or Of ourselves,
but pertains entirely to Christ. 10f His fulness have sy all received, and
8, 4. let Ex. 29, 28
MUD. 7
Kings 8, 83

# • Lev.

&
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grace for grace," (P) Through Him we have fellowship with God; we are
in communion with Him. And so through Him we have tem,
But more; in the peace offering, the offerer shares the substance
of the sacrifice with the priest. The priest represents Christ in His
mediatorial office; and Christ is satisfied, in that God and man feast
together. Moreover, the sacred record indicates also that the priest's
children partake of the flesh of the peace offering (e) symbolising
thereby all the children of God, the Holy Christian Church, renewed and
purified by partaking of Him who is our Peace Offering.
Per God's portion of the peace offering, either a bullock, lamb or
goat could be offered, There is not nearly as much variety in the mode
of oblation here as in the meat offering or burnt offering. It shows in..
.deed that in the reconciliation thioh has been effected between God and
His children there is no differeno04 for He is "rich unto all that call
upon Him," The peace offering could be offered either ae a sacrifice of
thanksgiving and praise (%), or for the performance of a vow (*)..
With regard to the portion reserved to the priests and offered, the
following is to be noted* Both partake of the meat offering Whioh is of.'
fared in conjunction with the peace offerings when this is offered for
praise. In the regular meat offering, the offerer never took a Share fbr
himself. This indicates, then, that the blessings of Christ's perfect
obedience redound to the benefit of the offerer. In addition, leavened
sakes are also offered with the sacrifice. These represent the offering
of the Church, impure and defective, to be sure, but nevertheless accept.
able to Cod, inasmuch as they are united with the perfect offering of His
# john la 16
•Roo. 18, 9.11
%; Lev, 1, 12.18
* » Lev, 7, 1648

Bon, which arises to God ae a sweet savor. As ouch, then, they are fed
upon both by priest and by offerer.
One cake of each sort 0, leavened and unleavened - is given to the
priest who brings the offering. Christ, as Priest, is satisfied not
only with His own offering; He also feeds on the "leavened oake", the
offering of His Chords, which, for all its failings* He•is pleaded- to
socept. This oannoti of course, find acceptance by itself, but only by
virtue of the perfect offering of Christ Himself.
The Sin : Offerings,
Unlike the first three offerings, the sin offering as also the
trespass offering • was solely for the purpose

of

expiation, the smart.

flee made espeeially to atone for sin. .(#) In general, it might be said
that "slap had reference chiefly to wrongs done unwittingly or ignorantly; whereas ntrespatie" denoted a grievous, wilful sin, committed by one
who should•have known better.
The sin offering

J1‘)Y1. 11
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ocoupies a. preeminent position in the

legally appointed saorificee of Israel. in a oonsumate degree it emphasizes the foot of the atonement. It is here that Christ in His vicarious
atonement is moat clearly apprehended. ut He offered it far sint might
be rendered the sinned it', or the made it sin*

114r9.71 ). The

sense of *offering for stilt is evidently taken from the fact., that every
such sacrifice had the sin laid on it, or imputed to it. This may have
suggested the expression used in 2 Cor. 4212 the made him sin for us'.
It is not *made him to be a sin.ofteringt, but much

TIMM;

the sin offer.

ing itself was *made sin'; and not on this °cession only, but on all oc.
castanet as we may infer from the clause, tee at the firett i v.8. The

#

Lev.: 4 6; 6, 1.1; 6, 2440; 7, 140; 9. 1549

true idea appears in Gen. 31,39, 71 pr!f7f;11/ bare the lose of it',
I was made sin for it. The idea seems to be, the put the sin of the pewpie olt this victim till it became one mass of sin". The priest's using
it as the atonement for those who presented it, made the victim become,
in a manner, the receiver of their sin, and of the penalty it deserved.
And so our Great Sinwoffering, Jesus, when slain for us, was treated as
if he were the reservoir of the sin and *Ursa that flowed, in so many
streams, overman. In this sense, 'The Father made Him te be sip fel*
us te

(#)
The sin offering for a priest was a young bullock without blemish.

The Weed was sprinkled seven times before the veil of the temple, and
also on the altar of incense. The rest of the blood was poured out at
the base of the idler of burnt offering. The fat was burned on the altar
of burnt offering, and the rest of the animal was carried outside the
camp and there burnt. The same ritual was followed in connection with
the sin offering for the whole nation, which could be either a bullock
or a male goat, except that here the elders Of the people, as the repre.,
sentatives of the nation, laid their hands on the victim.
With regard to the sin offering for individuals, the sacrifice in
the ease of a ruler or official was a kid of the goats,•a male without
blemish; in the case of ordinary individuals, it was a female goat or
lamb, also without blemish. In these cases, the flesh of the animal was
eaten by the priest in the Holy Place, since here he was merely affiatat.
tug in the Lord's stead and was not personally implieated. In the case

of the sin offering for the nation, however, he was not permitted to eat
any of the flesh of the saerifioial victim.
Bomar "Commentary on Levitious°, p. 490
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The sin offering was an integral part of the ritual for all special
festivals, moat notably, of course, in the great Day of Atonement. It
vas also a central feature in the purification of lepers and of women

after childbirth. Sin offerings for individuals could be brought at any
times

The comparison of the sin offering with the offerings is most in»
etruative. First, unlike the burnt, meat and peace offerings, it is not
an offering of sweet savor. The former were offerings of consecration
and thanksgiving; this is for expiation. The. offering is Charged with the 3111
of the offerer, who cameo before God as a convicted sinner to receive in
his offering, representing himself, the judgment of God upon His sin,
Here, however, Christ appears as the Sin0bearer, the Substitute, to whom
was imputed the full onus of our sin. () In the unblemished sacrifice
of the sin offering we see the truly marvelous picture of Christ, the sinbearing Lamb of Sod, who on Calvary rendered the complete and eensummate
sin offering.
It is notable, too, that Whilst the previous offerings were burnt on
the altar, the sin offering was burnt Without the camp. (&) The Elinoffering was in itself identified with sin » indeed, the same► word is used
for both »and as such it was unworthy to be brought into the Holy Place, ..
except for the fat, which was burnt on the altar, to dhow that the offering was perfect.
There was a wide variety in the types of sacrifice available for the
sin offering 00, much more so then in the case of the burnt offering, i•
showing thereby the wide range in which the offering of Christ may be

.• Psalm 59, 5j Psalm 40, 120 II Car. 6, 21
& • Heb. 13, 2
o •• Lev 4, 23; 6, 11

apprehended. Two turtle'doves or young pigeons could be offered 0 or
even one0tenth ephah of fine flour, without any oil or frankincense.
The ;fundamental concept, of course, is the same in all.
There wee a difference also in the nature of the offerers in (mimeo*
tion with this swiftest for the sin offering was to be offered brand
for the priests, the whole congregation, the rulers, and the common pap.
plc, the individuals.
TWslrespassOfferings
Although the two are very similar, certain differences from the sin

lj Qfj,>, CO) '
r r
The sin offering places the emphasis on the individual 3Lni sinner. fts

offering are to be noted in the case of the trespass offering

trespass offering stresses the offense, the wrongful act which has been
committed. The sin offering might be for the whole people; the trespass
offering was of a private end individual character. The sin offering was
brought on festival occasions; not so the trespass offering. The sin id0

tering was made in connection Frith other sacrifices; the trespass offer..
ing was alwav unsocompanied (except in the case of the cleansing of a
leper).
AlthSugh much latitude was granted with regard to the nature of the
sin offering, the trespass offering was considerably restriotod. A ram
or a male lomb.alono would suffice, for rich and poor alike. The part •
that was not burnt was eaten by the priests in the foremoourt of the sane.,
tuary.
Unlike the sin offering, the trespass offering was nesoolated with
the idea of restitution. The value of the trespass had to be restored to
# Lev. 5, 14.191 5, 1.7
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the injuraparty who had been deprived of his substance either by fraud
or by injury. Indeed, one..tifth more had to be restored to the injUred
person beyond the actual value of the trespass. The idea behind this is
that mere death would not repair the loss resulting from the trespass;
proper restitution must therefore be made. The payment of the additional
fifth ahoy* that the guilty person haiforfeited that whereof the fifth
was offered. Thus, in effect, the injured person became the gainer, in
spite of his original loss.
Sere, indeed, we have a marvelous figure of Christ. Through aim,
the debt that we owed to God has been repaid, and restitution has been
made for that of which we in our guilt and wickedness had deprived Him.
The deficiency of our mortal nature has now been fully compensated for
in Chris% God, whose holy laws were trespassed by us in our sinfulness,

has now received full restitution through the allmeuffioient atonement
Of His Son. And that restitution has new been fully redkaned to our

Credit. Verily, "where sin abounded, there grace did much more aboundl°
The Terminology of Sacrifice
The sacrificial ritual will beet be understood if an accurate inter.
pretation of the sacrificial terminology is arrived at. We shall them•
fore scrutinise the moat important terms that come into consideration in
the Old Testament ritual, in the light of their original significance, as

closely as this can be ascertained.
The Speoifio Terms
11LN
I) J

the common term for "burnt offering" comes from the root

"to go up." Some interpret -AII:11 as meaning the "going ups of

the smoke from the altar, vie., "the offering that rises to God in smoke."

SI

Others maintain that

11 I) ,‘J

signifies the raising of the sacrificial

victim from the. ground, on :- jhic'o it was slain, to the altar, where it
was burnt, hence, "the offering that is lifted upon the altar." 1 hold
that the former interpretation is to be oreferred, since the latter would
apply equally to many other types of sacrifice.

"-iY) J is used exolu-

sively for the whole burnt offering, "holocaust", in which the entire sacrifice was consumed by fire upon the altar.
is
far •
D , "whole offering."

The synonym sometimes used

• 7
71 :1 I' is the singular form of the variety of sacrifices known

as

g

, commonly translated in the AelT e as "peace offerings", al-

T ,

though Luther, following Josephus, renders it "Dankopfer". The LXX translater this in the Pentateuch as 6,(Arri0/0—)1, but in the historical books
2

as

tpilv ocrj
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Others again interpret this as a "restitu.►

Lion offering". It is evident that "peace offering" is the best and most
accurate translation, for the following reasons: 1. These sacrifices
were offered not only upon receipt of a blessing, but often before askinc for a blessing, which woold appear to exclude the idea of restitution;
2. Illenever a series of sacrifices were offered, the sin offerings came
first, the burnt offerings second, and the peace offerings third - hence,
if they hFd been intended to heal a bras h or to nFke recompense, they
should rightfully have come first; 3. The special feature of the ritual
is the meal, shared between God and the worshipper.
There are several varieties of peace offerings:
"voluntary peace offering";
and Ti 1

-

J-)J

TI

jl 11 3 71
-r"votive peace offering"

'peace offering of thanks",

fro- the hiphil of the root

-11
T T
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being

, "to cause to throe, "to raise",

hence, "to raise the hand" - "give thanks".

jyylolis the lord for "sin", or occasionally, for "sinfulness".
r From

this it derives the rendition of the A. V., "sinofferine. The

word is used to designate a wide variety of sin offerings, offered on
a wide variety of occasions, but the essential meaning is always the
eamet atonement for sin through the shedding of blood. .The word comes
C

from the root, meaning "to miss the mark"; of. the Greek oi-14410 T i oL

,

by which Jpilirri is commonly translated*
T
"trespass offering", cameo from a rootsignifying "negli*
uLN
rT

"

genes" or "failure, hence "guilt". From this it derives the eignift•
canoe of "sacrifice for guilt". The fine distinotionbetween,"sin of
faring "and "trespass offering" has long been a subject for theological
controversy. It is to be noted, however, that the "trespass offering"
was usually enjoined for a film which admitted of restitution,
1'D/is
q I - the common word for "drink offering", 'libation". It
comes from a root meaning "to pour out". The Greek equivalent is 671Irk

Ihe Generic 114111111411M1110.
Terms

41110~.

11113 1, fram the root 11 33 , "to give", is used in varieue
r:•
ways, but its underlying idea is always the smao, vivo "gift", or "pre»
sentation". It is the term tramway used for "meat" or emeaLooffering%
Generally speaking, it most often denotes a bloodless offering, although
not invariably so (I Zings 18, 29; II Kings 3, 20; Ps. 118, 2)* 111p 5
r: •
was that type of Levitical saerifice that denoted not propitiation or
atonement, but presontatiob. It was most commonly offered in connection
with the burnt offering. It has a variety of renditions In the Greek;
most =manly it is translated Aubid

or foy o v • In its use

as "meat offering" it le reordered usually as

6
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1114 "sacrifice", is from the root 71

"to slaughter",

especially, "to slaughter for food". A very wide variety of applies+•
time are attached to this tern. Among these ores
1. The use of 1121j) in distinction from "peace offeringes
e*g*. Jeih* 22, 27; II Obron. 29,32, indicating that it was for °via*
tion4
2.- The use of 7121.1`in oontraet to whole burnt offerings, 7) 1a,

r

indicating that it was a "part burnt offering".
8, The use of 11 :0 as indicative of a sacrifice which °amino.
atee in a sacrificial meal, of. Hum. 25,2; Lieut. 12,27; Hos* 9,4*
4.- The use of 111.P for any type of animal sacrifice, e.g., II
Ohron* 7,12; Fa* 81, 17.19; Ise. 1,11; Hosea 3,4. This would give the
interpretation, "festal offering%
50 The use of 11 j' connection with -R.1M, in which case it
-r- : would denote a "blood eacrifice%
In summary, it can be stated the fundamental concept of 7)
is an "animal sacrifice, part of which is eaten by the offerer* This
accounts for the various ways in which 1111 is set in contrast with
other sacrifices.
7110 means "sacrifice" in a wider sense than 71)J* It ie a
Ia

legal designation for any altar sacrifice, whether bloody or unbloody.
It is used in connection with;
1. The burnt offerings; Ex. 29,18; Lev* 8,28
2. The meat offerings; Lev. 23,13
3* The peace offerings; Lev* 3,3; 22,22
4. The sin offerings; Lev* 4,35; 5,12

T

5. The trespass offerings; Lev. 7,5
8. The drink offerings; Lev. 23,13; Rte. 15,10
7. The animal sacrifices in general; Lev* 22,27
The word is derived from

"fire", hence, an offering made by

fire* This meaning is invariably applicable to it: To call a sacrifioe
-10 8;1, an offering presented upon the fire laid stress on the fact that

it was offered to God.
is the general term for "a gift to God". It is applied tot
r
111J)
1. The burnt offerings; Lev. 1, 10.14
2. The peace offerings; Lev. 3,1s.ff.
3. The thank . and votive offerings; Lev. 7,13; 27, 9.11
4. The sin offerings; Lev. 4,23.28
5. The trespass offerings; Ley. 7,38
8. The meat offerings; Lev. 7,14
7. The passover; Rum. 9,7.13
8. The sacrifice of the Raoarite; Num. 8,14
9. All public sacrifices; Rum. 28,2
is,derived - from the root- meaning "to approach", hence,
"to approach God", of. Mx. 40,32; Levi 8,7; 18,1; 21,17; 22,3; and then
also the approach of the people to the sanctuary through sacrifice, Lev.
1705* Hence, it derives the connotation, "gift to God", whereby Re is
approached. In Mark 7,11, specific reference is made to "Korban", as
meaning "gift", and there it is directly translated as 4:. 4-v7T--1:),J\jy„ "memorial", signifies that part of the meat offering
: that was burnt. Cf. Lev* 2,2.9.18g 5, 11.12; 8,8.24; Rum. 8,28. It is

J4

from the root .1 )1'0 "to remember.". Keil writess "It was Galled*

-r

.D.i.x Inasmuch as that, part of the 7111
:
rs -

)2

which was placed on
•

the altar ascended in the smoke of the fire on behalf of the giver as
a practioal-mamento (*remember me!) to Jehovah."
The Atonement
The word 71 is central in the understanding of the vicarious
atonement in the ritual of the Old Testament. in the A.V. it is
riously translated as "make atonement", "purge", "reconcile", "pardon%
"paolfy40 "be merciful", and "put off."
The word is found only once in the Kals .once in the Bithpael and
once in the Nithpael. The usual verbal forms of the word are present
in thiSpiel and Pual. The testimony of the cognate languages leave no
doubt that the basic meaning of *-1.D D is "to cover". This meaning is
intensified in the Piel. As a general rule, .`) J ? is tollemud by .
"over" or "upon" as in Lev. 14,20; 403S; Pa. 79•91 jar. 1802.
Sometimes' it is followed by the . preposition 1 J 7 "around". That by
which the "covering" was accomplished was commonly conveyed by the preposition 4- , and sometimes by -lg. Nemo, to cover "by blood" (Ex. $0,
10), "by a sin offering" (Lam. 4,26). The place where the covering was
effected is also expressed by the preposition 4 . The person from wham.
the covering was made was indicated by the preposition

I) , e.g.& "from

the fee* of the Lord" (Lev. 007)0 "from Thy people" (Mout. 8108).
The common usage of the word shows that the covering of a person means
the covering of his sin; e.g., "The priest shall throw a covering over him,
over the sin Alta he bath sinned", LBW 4,36. Hence, the full meaning of
OPINVOS. 41,00•11•1* 1.01.11.10010•0
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3)is "to throw a covering over's, man, that is, over his sin, from
the face of God by means of a sacrifice pretented in a holy place,°
17):) has been interpreted as meaning "to render invisible"; "to
s: • protect from danger"; or "to remove the power of the divine anger". The
first two cannot be accepted as representing the real and accurate meaning
of

1a.).
A study of the IIIMBarOUs passages in which 7

D

twours establishes

the feat-that the word means "cover" in the sense of interpoting something
between the anger of God and the sin against which it was directed. Witness
140 wage of this term in Psalm 78,34 Haut, 21,6; job - 860161 Prow. 16,14;
Gem. 38,81; Num. 16046.
ROMA)

aigniftea "to render the divine anger inoperative", so

ao:to remove or abolish it. This is accomplished, namely, through the fur.
giveness of sins (Le7• 4,28.31.35; 5.10,13.16,18.26; Nun. 16,26, eto0 and
7througli the removal of unoleannessIlev, 12,7,30
- Heim, then, in the terminology of the atonement in the Old Testament

we L havt a beautiful and striking image of the vicarious sacrifice (Warts%
who HimselfOovers all our sins, by interpoping His sacrifice between'eur'
sinful selves end the holy and righteous countenance of God, Because Christ
shed His blood ror us on the altar of Calvary, Cod no longer looks upon us
in anger; our sins are covered, atoned for, by Him who by His one Offer.
tug hath perfected, forever them.that are sanctified.

THE

sawn*

The tabernacle was the first central sanctuary of the children of
Israel, erected in accordance with God's specific plan and direction,
and designed by Him to be the dwelling place of His presence and the medium of His oammunioation with His people. (40) The various names applied to
the tabernacle show its various purposes: it is, for example, called a
"tent", to show its transient nature. It is called a "tent of meeting",
to indicate that it should serve as the place where God would graciously
meet with His people through the medium of the worship which they offered
to Him. It is called a "tent of witness", to indicate that here was the.
manifestation of God's grace and of His glory. The details of the building of the tabernacle are given in the Book of Exodus. (&) The tabor.
mole was superseded by the permanent temple, constructed during the reign
of Solomon, after the children of Israel had become permanently established in the Holy Land. Because the tabernacle was the antitype of the temp
pie, and because it appears more prominently in the sacred record, both
for itself and for its symbolical significance, we shall focus our attention upon it. In describing the sanctuary, we shall not go into exhaustive detail, which would carry us far beyond' the scope of this paper, but
shall pay particular note to its bearing on the vicarious atonement.
The Construction,.
The foundation of the tabernacle oonsisted of one hundred blocks of
silver, called sockets, and arranged thus: forty along the south side,
forty along the north side, sixteen along the west side, and four across
•• Ex. 25, 9, 401 26, 30; 27, 8; 31, 1061 Heb. 8, 5
& 0 Bt* 361 87; 38

Q

the house. (0) These sockets were oast of the hundred talents of silver
which had been paid by the 608,350 males of the children of Israel, in
the amount of a half*shekel per man.

This represented a ransom to the

Lord for their delivers:wee The total sum thus raised consisted of a
hundred talents and seven*twelfths. The hundred silver talents were
cast into the one hundred sockets, forming the foundation of the tabor*
nuclei, (&) while the aeven*twelfthe talent was used to gird up the court
walls so that both sanctuary and court were founded upon the atonement
money. This in itself was a significant symbol of the atonement through
the vicarious suffering and death of the Bon of God, the foundation upon
thioh all the Old Testament worship was built, and on the basis of which
alonetheir.sacrifices could find acceptance with God. Only because the
tabernacle was founded on the atonement of Christ did god deiga to make
it His dwelling and establish therein His mercy seat, He is the only
foundation upon which we can safely build, for "other foundation oan no
man lay than that is laid, which is Christ Jesus our Lord."
!ir

ile the foundations of the tabernacle were of invert the walls

thereof were overlaid with gold. Unlike the silver used for the remade*
tions, the gold was contributed not only by the umo6 but by women and
children as well. Neither was there a prescribed amount to be given by
all, as in the ease of the silver, but everyone brought according to his
ability and love for the Lord. Thus,. all were to share in the building
of the tabernacle upon the silver foundations 0, just as all members of
the Holy Christian Church are "lively stones" in the groat spiritual edi-

fice which is constructed on the foundation of Christ and His Word* (%)
#
&

Ex. 26, 18•251 28, 27
Ex. 38* 27

%

Eph. 2, 19-22

ay

And the gold, the symbol of beauty and holiness, is emblematic; of the
spiritual beauty and righteousness of all those Who are built =lam.
The Curtain°
The tabernacle included a variety of curtains, the moat beautiful
of whioh were the ten curtains "of.finetwined linen, and blue, and
purple, and scarlet", made with ftcherubims and cunning work." C&) These
ornamental cherubim curtains were visible on the roof =dwells of the
interior of the► tabernacle, The warp of these ourtaina was made of
the finest pure white linen yarn U !!,1 , and, as indicated above, dyed
blue, purple and scarlet. Each curtain was 28 g 4 cubits in ei00,
These curtains were coupled together in groups of five, forming two
great curtains.
In addition, there were eleven curtains made of goats' hair, 80 x
4 cubits apiece in size. These constituted the tent& and were hung over
the che►rubin curtains. This hair was beautifully white and silky, and
the portion visible beyond the cherabim curtains served as a sort of
panelling for the highly ornate curtains.
The roof was formed by two sets of skin coverings, the lower layer
being of rams' skins, and the upper layer, of "badgers'" skins.
This was likely of a sky.blue color, attractive to the eye and a beauti+
ful adornment of the sacred edifies, although some commentators, notably
Soltan and Rodgers, hold the contrary view, maintaining that the covering of the tabernacle was drab and ugly. There seems to be no convincing
reason, however, for adopting this interpretation.
•Ex. 28, 1-16
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There were two doors, the outer and the inner, in the tabernacle. (#)
The outer door, or first veil 0), was made of blue, purple and owlet,
and fine twined linen yarn. The beautiful door hanging was suspended from
the five golden pillars that stood before the entrance of the tabernacle*
The inner door, or "second veil" (%), termed "the veil", was also of
blue, purple and scarlet and fine white linen, but was adorned throughout
with cherubim figures. It was suspended from the four golden pillars that
stood before the entrance into the Holy of Holies. Its predominant color
was the treleetial color, blue, symbolical of the heavens through which the
great sigh Priest, our Lord Himself, passed into the eternal Ifolyof Holies.
The Court

11.11.14011 VIONOVNIVOVI

The tabernacle was surrounded by a large court, 100. 1 BO oubita in
dimension. This was enclosed by a wall consisting of fine twined linen
hangings, suspended famC sixty pillars, five cubits apart; twenty of these
stood on the north, twenty on the south, ten on the west and ten on the
east. On the east side was the entrance to the court, and the gate hang«
Inge on this side wore richly ornamented. (c) The pillars were probably
of wood, overlaid with brass; the base of.the pillars were braes, and
the tops, or capitals, were of silver, as were also the rods whit& eon.
meted the pillars around the' entire court. The silver used in they court
wall was made up of the aevrcao.tamlfthes talent of silver which remained
after the hundred talents of silver had been used for the ZaundaticaL of
the tabernacle. Inasmuch as this silver was also taken from the ransom
money of the men of Israel, the symbolical application to the atonement
# • ER. 29, 31.45?
lit

Neb. 9, 2
&h. 9, 2
a EX. 27, 9.19

of Jesus Christ is obvious. Thus, the ransom money was entirely used
up in the construction of the tabernacle and its court. Won top to
bottom, from beginning to end, the tabernacle received its significance .
and its validity by' virtue of the atoning eaorifioe of Christ Whioh it
prefigured and to which it pointed forward.
The tabernacle court was the scene of worship, there the people re.
paired to bring their offerings, where the sacrifloial animals were
slaughtered, and where the offerings were consumed by fire. The Old
Testament is replete with references to the courts of the Lord's house,
where the people assembled to pay their tribute to Jehovah. 0)
The Brazen Altar
We now come to the consideration of the various articles of furni.
tures or holy vessels, that constituted the appurtenances of the tabor.
naole. The first .of these is the bras= altar, which stood in the court,
midway between the gate of the court and the door of the tebereaole, It
was square in form, 8 cubits long, 5 broad, and 3 high. Iiwas_made of
acaoia wood and overlaid with brass, as were also the "horns% or Prow
jeetions, one of which arose at each corner of the altar. 04 -The uteri.
nodal animals were sometimes bound to these horns. 1%)
compass was a border encircling the upper part of the altar*
The grate of network- was probably a ledge extending outward from the mid..
4/e of the altar, serving as a sort of platform on which the priests
stood as they offered the sacrifices. The ashes that fell off the altar
drOpped through this grating, whioh also served to catch pieces of the
#-. Ps. 27, 4.6; 36, 8; 100, 4; 116; 182
*milks 27; 1; ff.
% Pa.'166, 27

offering and also coals that accidentally fell from the altar. The grate
had four rings* one on each corner, through which the ,staves mere passed
when the altar was to be carried from place to place. These etavee were
also of acacia wood, overlaid with brass. (4)
The utensils of the altar wore all of braes, the pan, for removing
the ashes to a clean place (t); the shovel, for scraping the aches to•
gethers the basins, for holding the blood of the sacrifioial animalss the
fleehohoOks„ for keeping the burning animals in place on the altars the
fire pans, for containing the fire when the top of the altar was being
oloared, and also for carrying the fire While Israel was on the mars*.
The fire use ofrom the Lord!' (%), and was to burn perpetually, never to
go out. (0)
The brawn altar was the constant symbol of the atonement through
the blood of Christ, for upon it, day after day, the saorifiolal victims mere slaughtered, their flesh to be consumed and their blood to be
shed, thus to make reconciliation. between God and His people. (9 It
was thus, a type of tho great altar of the Cross, upon Which was slain
the

of God Mho has taken away the sin of the world, and who was

Oath "from

the foundation of the world." And • wonderful to **stem.

plate • HO who was the bleeding sacrifice was Hi self also the Officiating priest, the perfect consummation of all that the priests typified
who ministered at the brazen altar in the court of the sanctuary.
Moreover, the brason altar was oleo a place of refuge, where those
who bad sinned in ignorance could take recourse in order to escape the
pUnishmezd4 vie., by clinging to the horns of the alter. Here, too, the
# MP

ENO SO, 1,07.

Lev. 4, 12
• LW, 9, 24
o • Lev. 8, 13
•Lev. 8, 18
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symbolism of the altar is most evident and most glorious. Jesus le our
haven of refuge; grasping Him with the arms of faith, and trusting only
in His blood, we find 'eternal safety from the punishment that our stn
have deserved.
The Laver

~MIA INIPPRISIMO

Midway between the brasen altar and the door of the tebernaole stood
the shining laver of brass, (#) Reference is made to °the laver and his
foot°. The foot was probably saucer.shapeds ands by means of a shaft arising from its centers supported the lavers a cistern.like reoeptaole son.
taming a day's supply of water, The laver was constructed of "brawn
mirrorOs these mirrors haring been donated by the women. The laver was
used to contain the water for the washing of certain parts of the snort.
ficial animals* and also of the hands and feet of the priests* upon wham
spotless oleanliness was enjoined.
&e the brasen altar symbolises the atoning sacrifice of Christ, the
Laver of water symbolises the sanctifying work of the Holy Ghost, through
whose instrumentality we receive the blessings of the °washing aerator
by the Word.° (&) It is significant that the altar and the laver were
the only furnishings of the tabernacle oourt thereby signifying most
remarkably the twofold aspect of the Christian life, justification and
sanctification. 21) enter the Holy Place we need to be reoonoiled by the
atoning blood of Jesus, but we also need to be purified by the cleansing
of the Holy Spirit.
The ...thiPlace
gc

•Having passed through the ()curt of the tabernacle and examined the
altar and laver* we pass through the ornate and multicolored door into
#•Ex. 36, 8,
& EA. Ss 26g John 5, 3.61 Reb. 10, 22

the first preotnot of the sanctuary, the Holy Place. This room was 20 x
10 oubitsin size. Its ceiling and walls are all covered with the gor••
geoue cherubim curtains, We shall proceed to investigate the various
fureishings which were to be found in the Holy Place and to learn their
symbolical signifloanoe, These, as we shall see, were* The Tdble of
Showbreadr The Altar of Incense, and the Eleven Branched Candlestick,
The Table of 2hoWbread
The table of ahowbread stood on the north side of the Holy Place,
and area made of acacia wood, overlaid with gold. It measured 2 eubite
long, I broad, and l high. Its top was encircled by an upright °rumen,
tel rim of gold, Bach leg had a ring, through which the goldfeovered
staves were passed, whereby the table could be transported, CO
The sacred record also mentions certain utensils, all trade► of gold,
used in connection with the table of ahowbread, (&) The dishes were the
plates on which the ehowthread was plaoed, the bowls held the wine poured
out as a-libation in the Holy Piece; the spoons contained the frankincense
which was placed upon the shoWbread.
The shoWbread itself was made of fine unleavened flour, (%) Twelve
cakes of the bread, representing the twelve tribes of Israel, were planed
in two piles of six each on the table, and were kept there at all tines.
It was called nehowbread" 11 1 3.b 1370, literally, 'bread of feces", be.
cause it was eet before the eymbol of His presence, the Holy of Holies, with
only the veil intervening• The bread was changed every Sabbath day, the
old cakes being eaten by the priests, and that only in the Holy Place. It
was probably at this time that the frankincense use burned upon the bread,
22. 26, 23, fel 40,22
&gib/. 25. 29
. Lew 24, 8.9

The showbread, lying at all times on the table in the Holy Place, was a
constant remembrance of the moray and providence of God in providing for
His.people• Does not the showbread remind us also of Him who said of
Himself, "I em the Bread of Life", and who forever nourishes the -souls
of His people with His gm divine sustenande?
The Altar. of Incense
At the west side of the Holy Place, directly in front of the door*
hanging of the Holy of Holies, stood the golden altar of incense. (#)It, too, was made of acaoia• wood, overlaid with. gold. It Was one *cubit
long, one broad, and two high• It was surmounted by a rein of gold, beneath which, on: tiro opposite sides, wore placed rings of gold, through
which the staves for carrying the altar were passed. Hatch- corner of the
altarl's top was surmounted by a projecting horn.
Incense was burnt upon this golden altar by the high priest on great
000ssions, end by the ordinary priests every day of the year, morning and
evening, The inoonse was made, by divine direction, of a compound of
sweet spioess staate, onyoha, galbanum, with frankincense, each of like
weight, and beaten very smalls (%) Jhen the incense was offered, a fire
pan, or censer, with live coals from the brazen altar, was put upon the
golden altar, for the burning of the incense. Me clouds of smoke that
arose were wonderfully fragrant, penetrating even into the Holy of Holies.
The incense symbolised the prayers and intercessions of the people,
offered through the priest. (a) Significantly, it arose from the altar
that had been sprinkled with blood ( 1), betokening the fact that only
through the atoning merits of Christ do our prayers find acceptance with God and penetrate into His presence.
# Ex, .30,
• E. 30, 3448
* Ps, 141, 21 Rev. 8. 8
" Ex. 30, 101 Lev. 16, 18

As the brazen altar typified the atonement of Christ* so the golden
altar typified specifically His intercession for His people. The golden
altar use placed directly before the entrance to the Holy of Hoilee. In
-

the Old Testament the veil intervened between the altar and the throne.
How the veil has been removed, and Christ pleads our cause directly before
the presence of His Father.
The HeveneBranohed Candlestiok
Thieptood on the south side of the Holy Place* and 'vas Made of pure
gold, beaten by hand,. (#) It was about 24/3 °Oita high. PAmn the base
and upright the stem extended*. out of which Game six branohes* three on
either side* parallel to each other and curving upward to an equal height.
It was richly ornamented with "bowls, Mops and flowers% and shone with
resplendent luster.
The candlestick burned with specially. prepared olive oil* placed in
the bowls at the top of each branch. It was kept burning both night and
day, to-give illumination to the Holy Plaoe.
The symbolism of the oandlestiek. is unmistakable. la the seven brans
ohee we again have the number. of perfection and completeness* signifying
the redemption that we have through Him who is the true Light, "that
lighteth everyman that oometh into the world." (6) The oil is of course
symbolical of the Holy Spirit* through whole instrumentality the light or
the knowledge of Christ is clawed to shine in the hearts Orman.
The Loltat Hollea
Betting now surveyed in some detail the various appurtenances of the
Holy Place, we pass now through the veil into the most awful* the most
sacred place of all* the dwelling place of Codes presence, the Holy of Relies.
# En* 28, 31, fs
&a John 1, 9

e Holy of Holies was completely square, 10 S 10 cubit°. This
fector in itself was a symbol of the divine perfection. Its walla and
ceiling were covered with the blue, purple and scarlet curtains, gore
geously wrought with. the figures of the ohernhim. In all, it was a figure of the heavenly sanctuary, the new Jerusalem, into whichthe great .
High Priest of the Nem Covenant has passed, to make eternal intercession
for us.
Veii
The Holy of Holies was separated from the Holy Place by a "veil of
blue and purple and scarlet, and fins tried linen. qt ounningwork, with
oherubbas."(0) It was hung by golden hooks on four pillars of aoaoia
wooed, Which were overlaid with gold and stood in sookete of silver.
This was more beautiful than the veil which screened the entrance to the
Holy. Place from the outer *our% since the latter was not ornamented.
with the eherubim designs.
The veil that covered the entrance to the Rely of Holies, therefore,
eymbolised the fact that there was no direct access to the presence of
Cod, but only through the mediatorship of the priesthood. The veil it»
self .prefigured Christ, through Whom, in the How Covenant, vie have new
wee to the eternal Holy of,Holies, as the writer to the Hebrews den
oares, "Having therefore, brethem boldness to enter into the halal;
by the blood of jowls, by a new and living way which He bath consecrated
for us, through . the veil, that is to my, His flesh. (0
It is of the utmost significance that the veil that barred the emu
trance to the Holy of Holies was rent in twain from top to 'bottom at

'# 4. Its. 28, 31

& 4, Rob. 10, 19.20
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the moment of Jesus' death on Calvary, signifying thereby a in the most
vivid and glorious symbolism - that we now have free access to the throne
of grace, to the very presence of God, by virtue of the atoning.blood of
jeans. he we are hound no longer by the irksome restriotione of the.
Levitical ritual, but are made forever free by Him who entered the Holy
nails, not with the blood of animals, as did the Levitical high priests,
but with His own blood, having obtained eternal redemption for vs. (0)
Fbr, the apostle oonoludes, 'Christ is not entered into the holy places
made with hands, which are the figures of the true; but into heaven its
self, now to appear in the presence of God for ue,6 (&) This, indeed
is the 'Utter sacrifice,
The swim.
Ark ipso
of /1the
4111MINIP Covenant
The most prominent and most sacred of all the objects that reposed
in the sanctuary Was the Ark of.the Covenant. The sanctity and the im0
portanne of this object are attested to by the fact that it was the
first artiole. of the tabernacle's furnishings concerning which God gftvv®
any directions (%), and by the further fact that it alone was retained
for use in the permanent temple, whilst all the other tabernaele furnishings were made anew . for use in the tepplei (*) The Ark of the Covenant
consisted of four parts, the Ark proper, the Iteropseat, the Cherubim, .
and the ftekinah.
a, The Ark
The ark itself was a box or Chest Xade of acacia wood, and overlaid
bath without and within with pure gold. In dimensions it was gh cubits
•

# Bob, 9, 12.26
& ii Hob. 9, 24
26, 10022
%
* I Kings 9, 8
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long, 11117. wide and la high. (#) The ark was surmounted by an (=menial
rim of gold. It had four feet:which the rings for the staves were at.
tached. In the prooessions of the Israelites, the ark was carried. ahead
by the priests and Unites, as a standard for the people to follow. (81)
Into the Ark of the Covenant were placed, first, the two tables of
stone containing the ten oommandments, written with the finger of God.
Hence, it iesomettmes called the "Ark of Testimony", since the divine
law reposing therein was aoonstent testimony to the covenant; which God
had made with Israel. Thus, it is most appropriate that the ark is most
frequently denominated "Ark . of the Covenant", since the ten commandments
form the baeie of the covenant that God had made with His people.
Into the Ark of the Covenant was placed also a golden pot contain.
ing manna, in remembranoe of God's mercy in miraculously providing His
people with food from heaven during their desert wanderings. (a)
Than, too, the Ark was the repository for the budding rod of Aaron
(%), as a further sign of the miraculous power with which the Lord had
supported His people.
be The

Earoy.Seat

The moroy.seat was the cover, or lid, of the Ark of the Covenant,

); in the New Testament 71.4a 6Tr1'

This was made of send

gold, and was of the same length and breadth as the ark itself. (") The
signifioanoe of the meroy.seat is sacred and consoling. It" was indeed
a Omar; as the symbol of God's grace, it covered the tables of the law,
the symbol of His justice and of His Wrath over sin. The dispensation
Hums 3, 31; 4, 15; 10, 33; Josh. 3, 31 Deut• 31, 9.25
* EX, 15, 33.54
•Km 17, 10
" EX. 25, 17
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of grace supersedes and sublimates that of the law. And inasmuch as
the holy law of God wee broken and violated by sin, the meroy0seat is
the covering of grace and forgiveness over sin. However, it received
its propitiatory power by virtue of the blood sprinkled upon it on the
Day -of Atonements which in turn typified the blood of Christ, shed for
our pardon on Calvary's arose.
The New Testament equivalent of it`1.0 J is °propitiation" (Os
a moat beautiful designation of Christ in His atoning work. Thus He
is typified both by the mercy-seat, inasmuch as it is He Himself who
covers sin, and also by the blood of sprinkling, since it is through
the merit of His sacrificial blood that divine mercy upon the transgressor° is made operatives
a. ormor
The wormerin
OherObim

ado

These were two figures of pure gold, one of which stood at either
end of the mercy seat. (&) They were, in all probablility, ftehioned
in the form of human figures. Their wings stretched upward and met
above the moray-seat, for which they thus formed a sort of wimpy*
They were placed so as to faoe each other, and to bend downward toward
the ray seat. These figures of God's heavenly ministrants, are paw

frayed as looking with intense and gladsome.interest on the blood..
sprinkled meroy.seat, a matter of reverent wonder even for the holy
angels.
d. The Shekinah
This was the cloud of God's glory, the visible. manifestation of
His presence among His people; This aloud perpetually filled the space
RaMane 3s Rd
&
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between the maroposeat and the overarching wings of the cherubis4 so
that God is depicted as dwelling between the cherubim. (*) It shone
with a supernatural brightness, a truly luminous cloud, and thus a
fitting symbol of the presence of the Almighty.
It is significant that while the Hebrew ritual was replete with
tangible objects, each with its typical meaning, no form or figure
was permitted to represent the true and living God. The aloud indeed
served to assure the. Israelites that the Lord was dwelling in their
midst, but its symbolism was indeed unique, and unparalleled by that
of amy creature. Here God was enthroned, in visible symbolism, upon
the throne of His mercy.
The Shekinah was seen only by the High Priest, and that only once
a year, on the Day of Atonement. However, above the tabernacle hung
the cloudy pillar whenever Israel was encamped, and this pillar moved
above the ark when it was carried in the wilderness by the Levites.
Hence, the Israelites at all timesiad a visible sign of (lodge presence
in their midst.
Oonolusion
We have now completed our brief survey of the sanctuary, with tem,
peels' reference to the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies. But one
more thing needs to be said= In the light of Hebrews 9,11 and 10,20,
the tabernaole itself is to be regarded as a type of the human nature
of Christy
"The Holy Place into whioh Ohrist entered is, according to Hebrews
9,24, not made with hands, but contains the presence of God Himself.
* Psalm 130, 1
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Into this Holy /444e He did not enter by means of, or through, a hand.

made tabernacle, but in keeping with His presentation, or appearance'
as a high priest of good things to come....through a greater and more
perfect tabernacle. This must be something outside of the Holy Place.

Hut that is it? The Church does not suit, as Christ did not perform
His wort, or enter, through the Church, the Christian, into the Holy
Place....The human nature seems to be the symbolism intended by the
writer, particularly since He adds, by His own blood. In order to,shed
His own blood, He must asaune a human nature. Yet that was a human
nature not of this creation, it was holy, suptimmnukam, prepared in a
miraculousmaramc by the Holy Ghost, contrary to the way of nature.
Through the tabernacle and its veil separating the . Holy from the Most
Holy, the High Priest entered the Most Holy. So through His human
nature, His flesh, symbolised by the veil and the Holy Plasma, Christ
entered into the presence of God, symbolised by the, Most Holy, and . did
that by means of the blood whereby He had founded an eternal
which alone gave Him the right to approach as Christ, the Redeemer, the

Holy and just God.° 0)
Jerald, my great High Priest,
Offered His blood and died;
my guilty conscience seeks
No sacrifice beside. •
His powerful blood did once atone,
And now it pleads before the throne.

if, Loots** Notes on Levitical Worship

THE PRIBSTOOOR
The priesthood of the Old Testament was such an integral part of
the ritualistic system that it really cannot be divorced rran the eon.
adoration of the festivals, the sacrifices'and the sanctuarY. Never.
theless„ because of its great importance, not only for the Jewish worship,
but partioularly for its symbolism of the great High Priest, our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ, it deserves special contemplation.
The priestly order was instituted by Gad Himself at Mount Sinai, and wax
committed to Aaron as High Priest and to his desoendanta in perpetuity. (0)
Even . he name of Aaron, meaning "very high", is significant; in his supreme
and exalted position he *pilled the great High Priest of whom he wee the
prefigurement. (&) The priests were held in much reverence by the people,
mat by virtue of their persons, but of their office, to which they were es.
palatally consecrated. It was through their mediatorial functions that
God dealt with His people. Herein, therefore, lies their noblest distinction and most exalted honors for every priest was a type of Christ.
And the typical significance of their office is consistently emphasised
in their altivities„ in their appurtenances, and in the manner of their
consecration. We shall consider these with especial reference to their
bearing on the vicarious atonement.
The Priestlx. C►rnente

The ephod is considered as the original dress of the priest, and his
distinctive garb. (%) It was in the form of a simple robe, coat over the
Shoulders. Its essential significance was to indicate the neaessity of
# .. Ex. 28,1, ff.
& Acts 5,51; Heb. 4,14
% Lev. 8,7; I Bern• 2.28; 14,3, ff.
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being covered in approaching God. The ephod was to show the sinnerte
way to tad by a mediator A. until He, the divine Mediator should appear,
through whom we have free access to the throne of grace.
The garb of the priest also included, by divine command, (.#) a
broidered coat, with a girdle, and trousers for the limbs, to be worn
below the ephod and covering the Whole body of the priest. These gar•
moots were not only to cover the priest as he made his entry befOre the
presence of God, but they were also typical of the righteousness of
Christ; for the priest could find acceptance in his mediatorial and eac
rificial duties only if he were thus clothed. an addition, the priests
wore "bonnets for ornament and beauty°, to make them acceptable as they
Offered up their sacrifices to Sod. Significant also is the fact that
the priestly robe was without BOOM 'When some of the priests at Cab*
vary saw the seamless robe of Jesus in the soldiers' hands, must they
not have felt a flash of conviction? It was Cod bringing to light His
priestly character in that hour.° (6)
The High Priest, in addition to wearing all of the regular priestly
garment° • although these were of finer materials in his case► also had
certain distinctive accoutrements. All of his garments were designed
"for glory and beauty", since the sacrificial ritual reached its full cons,
summation in his activity, and since he therefore, in a preeminent sense,
was typical of Christ, who possesses the full glory and beauty of divine
righteousness. His ephod had a "curious girdle", wherewith he bound up
the ephod and went forth to his sacred duties unhampered. The rare
fro. Es* 20, 6
6 • Bomar, °Commentary on Leviticus", p. 160

workmanship of this girdle prefigured, in a singular manner, the divine
attributes of Christ . His strength, his seal, His purity, His holiness,
'Bis perfeotion.
A further part of the vestments of the High Priest consisted of the
"robe of ephod", which was worn below the ephod and reached to the floor.
ln this we may see a symbol of the all.aufficient righteousness of Christ,
able to cover to the uttermost all the sin.defiled primate otitis people.
At the bottom of this long and flaming garment was set a row of bells and
pomegranatee, arranged alternately. The bells gave notice of Ris approach,
to warn against the approach of any manner of pollution, while the pomegranates symbolised the fruits of righteousness which he came to bring.
This magnificent robe was all of blue, the celestial color. This is the
robe in whit* Christ appears in the Apooalypose, and in which He shows
Himself to be the true High Priest, of wham Aaron was the figure. (")
The High Priest, moreover, wore a special breastplate, into which was
placed the Brim and Ihummim. (4) In the biasing stones of the breastplate
were represented all of the tribes Of Israel. Thus Jesus, the great High
Priest, bears on His soul the names of all the kindreds of !U
ariang

peOple, On.

them in His love, offering up intercession for them to the Atha',

and presenting for them all the great atoning saerifioe of

MIS OQU

life.

Special reference is made, moreover, to the 'grim end Thedim in the
breastplate of the High Priest. "Win" means "lights", and nthummie
denote° "perfection"'or "perfect rules".. This was a. sign of the Unite
presence in the midst of Israel, ready to be consulted in time of need*
Renee, the Grim'and Timuomim, representing the Lord's enlightening and per•
footing will, wore worn by the High Priest when He made intercession for
• 8014 1,13
# • Bz• 28,30
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the people, whose darkness was hereby dispelled and whose disobedience
was atoned for in the perfect obedience of Christ*
The High Priest also put on the mitre, the golden headgear, whereon
was inscribed "Holiness to the Lore. In atoning for the sins of the
people, the High Priest must be marked by holineest for God is holy end
Hie people must be made holy. Here again we have a marvelous picture of
Christy for He alone was in Himself holy, and therefore Ho alone could
satiety the holiness of God and make His people holy through the impu.
tation of His righteousness to them. (0)
The Priestly Consecration
The consecration of the priests comprised seven steps, for we ate
told that „Aaron and his sons were to be taken, brought, washed* clothed,
anointed, their hands filled, and sanctified. (84 In all of these
phases they typified Christ end His atonement.
The!igh Priest and hie sans were to be..
Wm. via., from among men.
(%4 So also Christ was taken from among the race of mankind with whom
He had voluntarily identified Himself through His incarnation, and set
apart by the Father for His preeminent priestly office, even as were the
priests of Aaron's line whose office- had foreshadowedIis.

•

Moreover, the High Priest and his sons werebreuf(ht to the door of
the tabernacle of the congregation. The Whole ceremony of their conser►
oration was conducted in the presence both of God and of the people. They
were brought forth for a twofold purposes to serve God and to serve the
people. The prefigurement of Christ in this ceremony is obvious, for in
134 16
& » Hu 24 Lev. 8
% Heb. 8, 11 5,
# Pe.
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the a0blimest degree, Be, the High Priest of our profession, was brought
forth and appeared before men, that by His vioarieus life and suffering
and death He might do the will of His Heavenly Father and effect the
eternal reoonoiliation of His people.
The priests wer.3 then waahed. In the course of their.ceramonial
observances the priests had to wash their hands and feet frequently,
but on this occasion they were washed compietely.: the water was taken
from the laver, to signify that it ups the Holy Ghost who purified them.
The washing of the priests is a picture of the cleansing of regeneration,
the "washing of water by the Word°, effected through the blood of Christ.
(4) This washing, in the ease of the priests, represented their perfect
fitneee-to stand in the presence of Sod and to minister id His eapetuary.
Then followed the act of,clothingAaronand his ,eons. (a) Aaron
was clothed first, receiving from Moses the embroidered coat, the girdle,
the ephod, the curious girdle of the ephod, the breastplate with the
Urim and liumunin4 and finally, the mitre. (%) Thus he was invested fully with the "garments of glory and beauty." The placing of the vestments
upon the other priests-was.perfOrmod thereafter. Its Ogmbolism of these
garments bee been previously described (pages 71 -14 ).
Then came the ceremony of anointment. (") Aaron was anointed by the
pouring of oil, his sons by the sprinkling of oil, upon their assumption
of the sacerdotal office. This indeed is a picture of the anointment of
Jesus by the Holy Ghost, for the Psalmist declares that the Isiah was
Eph. 5,28461 Titus 3074 John 31 Heb. 10,22
o &cod. 29,5•6I 40,13; Lev. 8,74
91 0 Ex. 28,10.ffo

80,23,ff.3 Lev. 8,12,f.

°anointed with the oil of gladness above His fellows° (#) and the Lord
Himself speaks of His anointment to His holy office. (&) Thus. the a*
noiotmant of the priesthood was one of the most deeply significant aspests of the prefigurement of the Messiah in the Old Testament ritual.
Thereupon the priests' hands were filled with the various parts
of the offering that was being rendered on the altar, (%) both of the
parts of the animal and of the sakes and wafers. Moses put these into
each priest's hand in sucoession; and as the.priest held them, Moses
waved his hands over them, as a wave-offering to the Lord, to symbolise
their entire conseoration to Cod. °Thus each man presented the fatness
of his soul* the strength of His body, and the riches of his substance
to 404' That was the gift shioh filled the hands of the consecrated
priestem Hach of these priests was a type of himawho came forward to
the Rather saying. 'Lo, 1 cone.' Each of these, with his full hands,
represents Christ in that position.° (110)
Moreover, Aaron and the priests were sanctified. The ram of the
burnt offering wee offered up as a sacrifice of sweet savor in behalf
of the priests. Then the other ram* the ram of consecration,, was
brought forth, and, after Aaron and his sons had laid their hands upon
its head. it was slain. Then Moses took the blood of this ram* put it
upon the tip of Aaron's right ear* upon the thumb of his right hand*
and upon the great toe of his right foot, The same procedure was fol.►
lowed with Aaron's sons. then Moses took the blood and sprinkled it
upon the altar. This, in a most effective manner* symbolises the complete
# 0 Ps. 183, 2
& • lea. 61, 1; Luke 4, 16
% Lev. 8 . 26.29
* ..Honar, op. olt., p. 176
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consecration of the priesthood to Cod. Every power and faculty was
sanctified * to hear-Ooditi commands, to aot in His services and to
move to do His biddingA ($)
And in Christ, the great High. Priest, this consecration found
its full and ultimate expreesion. Boner very aptly remarks* "Per*
haps it is to this that Psalm 400refers. Our version has rendered
it, Mine ears host thou Opened., The Hebrew is )
i1")0
•
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'oars thou bast provided format; and the reference seems to be to this
day of the priest's consecration. The Psalm speaks of Christ's coming
forth as the Great. Priest and Sacrifices who_ was to supersede all other.
In Hebrews,. ohap 10, it is quoted for that end# Now in the Psalm, we
-

sea someone who says, no, I acne' even Jesus, who appears before us,
casting.HiS eye round about upon all the scenery of a priestle 00260oration day. He loOkaat the ballook and rams (v.6, burnt offering
and sin offering and sacrifice), and at the meat offering ( 1111 1
'offering';) at the 'great congregation' also (v49)J . butateve ells at
.a priests whose hand, teet and ear are wet with the warm blood
the hjs
just sprinkled Am them. He comes forward he looks up to His father
and says, v.6, 'Thou art not pleased by the material things presented
here, but ably by what-they typify. °Saerifice and meat offering" thou
didet not desire further than as a type of me; and this priest, whose
ear is sprinkled with blood, gives. placterto no, for thou halt provided
ears to me, which I consecrate to thee* and this burnt offering and
sin offering thou no more requirestt Por, lot. I come to do thy will,
0 God.'
$ Lev. 8, l8 24
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In this view of the passage *, we suppose Christ to say to Him..
self, that, hawing assumed human nature in order to be our ftediator,
He was the true 6aOrifloe and the true Priest. And, pointing to HIP
own human body, he says, 'Hare has thou provided ins' - meanings that
awl's) had ears, hands, feet,: to be sprinkled as were Aaronta. It is
thus that the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews has been led to say
at once, "A titthest thou prepared me.10 (#)
The I:Priestly Offering
As indicated above, the consecratory rites included the offering
of a bullock for a sin offering, and two rams, one for a burnt offer.,
together with the meat offering, and one for "consecration", i.e.,
the priest's trespass offering. The various pieces of the raw of consecration, previously alluded to, were taken tram the priests' hands,
and were burnt on the altar of burnt offering for a sweet savor. (&)
the various pieces represented the conseoration of -the priests, and the
feet that they were placed on the burnt offering and burnt there dignifies that true conseoration can only be based on the atonement of Christ,
symbolised by the burnt offering.
The breast of the ram, which had not been consumed with the res%
was then waved before the Lord, over all the pieces on the altar, and
over Aaron and his sans - this wave offering being the last aot of dedi.
cation.
Maces then took the oil and mixed it with the blood of the ram of
conseerations he then sprinkled it on the persons and garments of the
* - %his interpretation, on the basis of the original, I hold to be correct
#0 Op. nit., p. 114, 6

& • Lev. 8, 2846
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priests* (#) Although this act night at first seem a duplication of
the oaremony of sprinkling already performed, it served to indicate the.
double portion of the Spirit with whioh the priests were now invested
and which they needed for their sacred office. Not only the persona of
the priests, but also their garments 41. symbolical of their official
character •. were sprinkled. (0 •
The priests were then commanded to boil the flesh of the offering
and to eat it with the bread in the basket- of consecration, i.e., the
meat offering. Anything that remained of the flesh of the sacrifice
was to be burnt nothing should be left to corrupt* (%) The flesh of
the sacrifice of course represented Christ in His suffering and agony,
and the fact that the priests partook of this sacrificial food in the
tabernacle, in the very place of His presence with His people, drives
home the powerful, sublime lesson of the divine efficaoy alas atoning
sacrifice.
The priests were► given the further instruction that for seven days
and seven nights after their consecration they were not to depart from,
the tabernacle. This enabled them to meditate thoroughly upon the in.
portanoe and solemnity of their holy office. In the period of pavan
days and nights we see a further representation of Christ, the pees*.
tion and eternal validity of whose priesthood was symbolized by this
divine number of perfection.
The Epistle to the Hebrews depicts,• in much detail, the fulfilment
of the Levitical priesthood in the work-of Jesus Christ, and the auperiu
ority of our eternal High Priest to the Old Testament priestly order.
# • Love 8, 30
& I. Jude 28j Rev. 3, 4
% • Levi 8, 31.32

In connection with the latter thoughts the writer to the Hebrews brings
out the fact that, whereas the Old Testament sacrifices needed continuo•
ally to be repeated, because of the imperfection both of priest and vie»
tim4.0hrist's was a single sacrifice, which needed no repetitions "for
this He did onoe when He offered up Himself:" it was of sufficient worth
and validity of itself to atone for all the sine of all. mankind.fer all
the ages of timel And thin single sacrifice which &sun offered up dem
rived Ito infinite power from the fact that it was a selfmsaorifice,
for "He offered up Himself." He was both the etiolating priest and the
sacrificial Iambi yea, He was the holy Lamb without blemish and without
spot who was offered up upon the altar of Calvary's arose as the one dim
vine and porfect sin-offering, by whose blood all sins are purged away*
Indeed, by the very act of His self sacrifice, Be demonstrated Himself
to be perfectly holy, the embodiment of Love.
The plan of the author of Hebrews is not to use the terms "priest"
and "high priest" promisouousin but he is careful to call Christ "priest"
when comparing Christ with Melchizedek, and "high priest" When comparing
Himedth ,heron. In His highoprieetly sacrifice of Himself on earths in
His highmpriestly entrance into the heavenly sanctuary, and in His high..
priestly intercession for His people before the throne of Cod, Chriet is
the antimtype of Aaron.
Our High Priest, Jesus Christ, is true Cod; He occupies the place.
of ineffable glory and power on the right hand of Cod the Father* There
He exercises both His kingly and priestly functions. He is a royal
priest, not a "sacerdotal drudge", for He intercedes for sinners is His

regal state. The session of the great High Priest on the right hand of
the Majesty on high proves' 1. That He is greater than any Levitical
high priest; 2. That Hie sacrifice was of infinite worth and therefore
acceptable to God;.3. That He is all powerful, and thus also "mighty
to saves 4. That He abides in the heavenly Hay of Holies continually,
over living to make intercession for His people, unlike the Levitical
high priests, who went into the Holy of Holies but one day a year
Christ is the High Priest of supreme and complete effioaoy. "The
blood of bulls and of goats and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the
unclean, eanotifieth to the purifying of the flesh," declares the
apoetle, but the peerless worth of Christ's sacrifice thereby becomes
all the more evident, for "how much more shall the blood of Ohrist,
who through the eternal Spirit offered Himself without spot to God,
purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living God?" The
inestimable virtue of Christ's sacrifice is expressed in the statement
that He offered Himself. His sacrifice was not made under compulsion,
but was the free and voluntary act of His own divine milli and the sic.
rifles which He offered was no mere offering of animals, but His own
precious life. That is the ideal of sacrifice and priesthood, when vic-

tim and priest are one, and Christ attained this ideal only because Ho
was the eternal Son of-God. And because He was the divine and perfect
Lamb of Cod, the author of Hebrewe.also declares that Be offered Himself withentma to God. The Levitioal sacrifices were physically
spotless, but He was morally spotless, the essence of perfection and
of purity; therefore He is the Lamb of God owhich takoth away the sin
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of the world*" The significant statement is made that Christ offered
Himself to God "through the eternal 8pirit0 In contract to the earth*
ly, material offerings of the Levitical era, the sacrifice of Christ
was apiritcpl, in the highest sense of that word, removed from all ease*
elation with mundaae, temporal, carnal ideas.- The deity of Christ le
the factor Which gives to His sacrifice its transcendent and all*suf*
fioient value,

b
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Gloriously, indeed, does God unfold to Hia people the mysteriee
of His saving will in the Old Testament ritual, in the festivals and
the Sabbatical system, in the =orifices and offerings, both bloody
and unbloody; in the construction and appurtenances' of the sanotuaryg
and in the office end fUnotions of the Levitical priesthood. All of
these, severally and oollectively, serve no other purpose than to
point forward to Elm, and to pave the way for Him, who by, His one all..
sufficient Offering on Calvary's altar has perfected forever them that
are acetified. It is by virtue of their prefigurement of the Savior
in His atoning work that they derive their value and their digoity.
But in contrast with Him who was the, fulfilment and embodiment of all
that the Levitical ritual foreshadowed, how inadequate, how ephemeral
they **pearl They indeed are but "a shadow of things to come", whilst
"the body is of Christ"&
A study of the Levitical sacrifices for their historical interest
alone would ultimately be of little value. Bar more important it is
that we, Who understand the shadowy, and transient nature of the old
covenant, be moved by such contemplation to rejoice in. the glorious
liberty end all the high and snored privileges which are ours, as
children of the new and better commmmrtI Our sins are washed away, folly atoned for, by the eternally valid, divinely effective atonement of
Him Who became "the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world;
and who, by, the wondrous alchemy of God, was "Himself the Victim and
Himself the Priest."

And euoh rejoicing must inevitablAxpressed in that "newnees of
life° which God in Menem has now implanted in us . newness of hope,
newness of love, newness of service, newness of sanctification, for
"old things are passed away° and Christ has madeall things new.°
2110_studyof the Levitical worship will, therefore, not be in vain
if it serves to cultivate within us a more eager, more grateful response
to the divine sumnonse "Purge' out there/16"re the old leaven# that ye may
be a new lump, as ye -are unleavened. Per even Christ our Passover is
saortficed for us* therefore let us keep the feast, not with the old
leavens.orbut with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truthr (*)

Corinthians 6, 7.8
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